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Abstract

Nature’s light manipulation strategies—in particular those at the origin of bright iridescent colors
—have fascinated humans for centuries. In recent decades, insights into the fundamental
concepts and physics underlying biological light-matter interactions have enabled a cascade of
attempts to copy nature’s optical strategies in synthetic structurally colored materials. However,
despite rapid advances in bioinspired materials that emulate and exceed nature’s light
manipulation abilities, we tend to create these materials via methods that have little in common
with the processes used by biology. In this review, we compare the processes that enable the
formation of biological photonic structures with the procedures employed by scientists and
engineers to fabricate biologically inspired photonic materials. This comparison allows us to
reﬂect upon the broader strategies employed in synthetic processes and to identify biological
strategies which, if incorporated into the human palette of fabrication approaches, could
signiﬁcantly advance our abilities to control material structure in three dimensions across all
relevant length scales.
Keywords: structural color, photonic materials, biological optics and bio-inspired photonics,
structure formation processes, biological growth, nanofabrication and microfabrication,
functional morphology
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction

control material structure and composition across length
scales [2–4]. In this review, we contrast nature’s strategies for
creating functional hierarchical structures with human
approaches to do the same. Speciﬁcally, we focus on material
morphologies that enable structural coloration. This permits
us to assess the structural outcome simply by visual inspection, allowing us to draw conclusions about the potential of
speciﬁc processes to ensure correct formation of color-inducing structures.
The science and engineering of structural color have
historically intertwined biological phenomena with humanmade devices. In ‘Opticks: or, a treatise of the reﬂexions,
refractions, inﬂexions and colors of light’, published in 1704,
Isaac Newton described how ‘the ﬁnely color’d Feathers of
some Birds K appear of several Colors K after the very same

The control of material morphology and composition from the
atomic to the macroscopic scale, with the aim of achieving
speciﬁc material properties, is a key theme in biology and a
major area of focus in science, engineering, and advanced
technology development [1]. Biological and biologically
inspired photonic materials—in particular when structural
coloration is the desired core functionality—are great examples of the efforts of biological organisms and humans to
Original content from this work may be used under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any
further distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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manner that thin Plates were found to do K’ [5]. Since then,
humans have aimed to understand, replicate, and expand upon
a vast variety of biological optical structures [4, 6–14]. While
in many instances human-made optical materials exceed
natural materials with regards to application-speciﬁc performance characteristics—after all, humans did not need nature
to build sophisticated lens systems, lasers, imaging devices,
and much more—biological optical materials possess some
signiﬁcant advantages.

signiﬁcantly to optical technology advancements, provided we
develop a robust understanding of the biological processes that
enable structure formation and adopt relevant principles in
human fabrication strategies. An in-depth understanding of the
differences between human approaches and natural processes in
the generation of structurally colored materials could help to
pinpoint strategies for overcoming current limitations in our
ability to design and manufacture materials with true control
over the material structure in all three dimensions, across all
relevant length scales. Just as the emulation of natural material
morphologies and microstructures have enabled novel optical
materials, a stronger focus on understanding and harnessing the
processes underlying structure formation will lead to new
insights and strategies for the design and fabrication of novel
functional materials.
The next section of this review begins with a few brief
comments on the physics of structural color and then continues
with a discussion of select examples of biological structural
color with a focus on structural diversity, dynamics, and material constituents. Subsequently, we will brieﬂy review an
exemplary selection of synthetic structurally colored materials.
The third section then forms the review’s core. After providing
a brief categorization of structure formation processes, we
assess what is known about the processes involved in the
formation of biological optical materials and then discuss
synthetic structure formation strategies. In the ﬁnal section, we
compare and contrast biological and human structure formation
concepts, and synthesize a few recommendations for opportunities to advance human manufacturing strategies for
advanced optical materials.

(1) Their hierarchical nature, with structure control from
atomic to macroscopic levels, enables beneﬁcial
synergies between quantum-optical, wave-optical, and
ray-optical phenomena, yielding unique macro-scale
optical characteristics.
(2) This same hierarchical nature also confers the ability to
integrate optical functions with other properties, such as
tailored interfacial interactions, mechanical robustness,
or thermo-regulation, to name just a few.
(3) Biological optical systems often represent highlyevolved synergistic combinations of their intrinsic
material properties and structure-imposed emergent
behavior. They may therefore offer ideas for how to
create a desired optical property in a synthetic system.
Although major fundamental light manipulation concepts
are well explored, the design of an optical material that
satisﬁes a deﬁned set of performance requirements under
speciﬁc constraints in the most resource-efﬁcient way is
frequently a non-trivial task. Since resource-efﬁciency,
robustness, and optimized performance is often crucial to
any organisms’ survival, the study of natural optical
materials can help the optical designer in bounding
challenging optimization scenarios by identifying promising starting points in large parameter spaces.
(4) Natural optical materials provide insight into design
principles that allow for the emergence of dynamic,
adaptive, and reconﬁgurable optical performance.
(5) Finally, biological optical systems are formed at or
close to room temperature, and rely exclusively on biocompatible materials and sustainable chemical processes; these are factors of increasing importance in the
context of energy-efﬁcient, sustainable material design
and resource management.

2. Biological and synthetic structurally colored
materials
2.1. Physics of structural color

Light manipulation is vital for many biological organisms and
also critical in a diverse range of human application scenarios
including vision and image capture systems, optical detectors,
energy conversion, information processing, and communication. The underlying physics is discussed throughout the literature on biological and bioinspired photonic materials, and
considered with particular attention to structural colors in
[36–38]. In essence, adequate manipulation of light-matter
interactions can only be achieved by employing materials that
feature the right structural design to exploit a set of speciﬁc
effects from a wide range of optical phenomena (ﬁgure 2).
Absorption and luminescence (inherently quantummechanical effects) necessitate control of structure and composition on the atomic scale, which is far below the characteristic wavelength of visible radiation. Photonic structures
on the scale of a few hundred nanometers to several micrometers can exploit diffraction and interference phenomena in
the visible optical spectrum and also greatly assist in tailoring
absorption and emission originating from light-matter interactions on much smaller scales. Finally, three-dimensional
patterns on the scale of tens of micrometers to several

To date, much of the success in the ﬁeld of biologically
inspired optics comes from careful attention to the structures and
material composition that enable nature’s light manipulation
concepts across the animal world, the plant kingdom, and other
parts of the tree of life (ﬁgure 1) [15–25]. However, little progress has been made toward understanding how these structures
form; instead, we still largely rely on conventional synthetic
fabrication strategies to form bioinspired optical materials.
Alternative processes that bear similarities with biological
structure formation strategies are only slowly entering our
manufacturing toolbox. This may be due to the lack of detailed
knowledge about the processes that organisms harness to
achieve the structural control required to form material
morphologies that enable a speciﬁc optical effect. In this review
we argue that bioinspired photonics research can contribute
2
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Figure 1. Structural color in the biological world. Structural color has evolved convergently in most major biological groups and is

particularly abundant among animals and plants. Terrestrial species, such as birds, insects and fruits, have been studied intensely for several
decades; over the last few years, research has increasingly focused on the light manipulation strategies of marine organisms. Groups and
clades that contain species which employ structurally colored materials and have been the subject of scientiﬁc research efforts and
publications are marked in red. Groups that also likely employ structural color are shown in green, although to our knowledge no scientiﬁc
study has focused on them in this regard. Image credits: Fauchea laciniata—Reproduced with permission from Lovell and Libby Langstroth
© California Academy of Sciences. Cellulophaga lytica reproduced from [26]. CC BY 4.0. Selaginella willdenowii republished with
permission of The Royal Society, from [22]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. Ophrys speculum—this ‘Ophrys
speculum subsp. Speculum’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made available under a CC
BY-SA 2.5 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Esculapio. Pollia condensata reproduced with permission
from [28]. Begonia pavonina reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Nature Plants, [29], 2016. Hibiscus trionum [30] John
Wiley & Sons.© 2014 The Authors. New Phytologist © 2014 New Phytologist Trust Margaritaria nobilis reproduced from [31]. CC BY 4.0.
Comb jelly—reproduced with permission from Kevin Raskoff. Polychaete worm—reproduced with permission from Andrew Parker.
Common bleak—this ‘Alburnus alburnus photographed in Tiszafüred, river Tisza, Hungary’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from
the Wikimedia website where it was made available by Etrusko25 under a CC BY 3.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis.
It is attributed to Arkos Harka. Limpet Reproduced from [32]. CC BY 4.0. Sea mouse—reproduced with permission from Dave Harasti.
Arctapodema—reproduced with permission from Lawrence P. Madin. Neon tetra—this ‘Neon Tetra, Paracheirodon innesi, Family:
Characidae’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made available under a CC BY 3.0 licence.
It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Holger Krisp. Mantis shrimp—this ‘A colourful stomatopod, the peacock
mantis shrimp (Odontodactylus scyllarus), seen in the Andaman Sea off Thailand’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the
Wikimedia website where it was made available by Zaneselvans under a CC BY 2.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It
is attributed to Silke Baron. Peacock—this ‘A peacock showing off its colours, Sultanpur National Park’ image has been obtained by the
author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made available under a CC BY-SA 4.0 licence. It is included within this article on that
basis. It is attributed to Jatin Sindhu. Mandrill—this ‘Mandrillus sphinx.’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia
website where it was made available under a CC BY 2.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Matt Sabbath.
Peacock spider republished with permission of The Royal Society, republished with permission of The Royal Society, from [33]; permission
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. Plum-throated cotinga—reproduced with permission from Thomas Valqui. Lepidiota
stigma reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Scientiﬁc Reports, [34], 2014. Eupholus magniﬁcus—this ‘Français: Boîte
pédagogique sur les insectes de l’indomalais insulaire. Eupholus magniﬁcus.’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia
website where it was made available under a CC BY-SA 4.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Édouard
Hue. Poecilotheria metallica tarantula—reproduced from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Poecilotheria_metallica.JPG#/
media/File:Poecilotheria_metallica.JPG. Image stated to be in the public domain. Sunset moth and Papilio blumei reprinted by permission
from Springer Nature: Springer Netherlands, Encyclopedia of Nanotechnology, [35], 2012. Plusiotis boucardi—reproduced with permission
from Brett Ratcliffe. Pachyrhynchus beetles—Reproduced with permission from Estan Cabigas.
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Figure 2. Optical phenomena, relevant length scales, and the role of order in photonic materials. (a) A large diversity of phenomena are involved
in the interaction of matter with light on different length scales. Many of these phenomena are exploited in biological photonic materials and
certainly also play a role in synthetic optical systems. (b) The brightness and hue of a structural color material depends on a variety of parameters
and their variations. One of them is the degree of order. Regular ordered architectures usually provide bright coloration and frequently show
some iridescence; the example shown here is the gyroid structure found in the butterﬂy Parides sesostris. The weevil Eupholus magniﬁcus has
differently colored regions on its elytra. The brighter green stripes result from a highly-ordered 3D photonic crystal, while the blue stripes
originate from a quasi-ordered 3D photonic structure. Such quasi-ordered structures usually show less angle-dependent color variation.
Cyphochilus beetles have a completely disordered ﬁbrillar architecture in their scales, which causes their bright white reﬂections. ((B) right)
Reproduced from [https://www.cam.ac.uk/research/news/the-beetles-white-album] by Lorenzo Cortese and Silvia Vignolini. CC BY 3.0.

(2) Color dynamics, enabled by the organism’s ability to
stimulate controlled structural variations in situ, and
(3) Material constituents that provide intrinsic optical and
mechanical attributes, which are modiﬁed by imposing
structure and are crucial for dynamic, reversible
structure variation.

centimeters are required to exploit lensing and focusing
effects, refraction, and wave-guiding.
The degree of regularity in the color-generating structure has
a direct impact on the resulting coloration [42]. The brightest,
most iridescent colors usually result from structures with tight
geometric tolerances and a high degree of order [28, 43, 44].
Angle-independent hues arise through coherent scattering from
quasi-ordered material structures [41, 45, 46]. The most brilliant
whites are caused by incoherent scattering of light from completely disordered nano- and microstructures [34, 47–51].
In short, the most stunning visual displays in nature
usually rely on sophisticated hierarchical material structures
that synergistically exploit several different physical phenomena to create unique coloration effects.

Structural diversity. The stunning diversity of
hierarchical photonic architectures in butterﬂy scales
exempliﬁes the ability of biological systems to evolve and
reliably produce structural elements with ﬁne-tuned optical
functionality (ﬁgure 3). A generic morphology of ridges, crossribs, and lamellae forms the basic blueprint for scales across
lepidopteran species [52]. However, a rich variety of
modiﬁcations to this generic building plan results in a range of
strategies to display colors of tailored intensity and spectral
composition, satisfying the organisms’ requirements for
conspeciﬁc and cross-species communication, camouﬂage,
thermal management, air ﬂow modiﬁcation, or wetting control
[53–59].
Butterﬂies of the Morpho family utilize specialized ridge
designs [43, 61, 65, 66]; the sunset moth Chrysiridia rhipheus
relies on perforated lamellae located in the scales between the
ridges [67, 68]; Papilio palinurus, Papilio ulysses and others,
2.2.1.

2.2. Biological structural color—structural diversity, dynamics,
and materials

In our discussion of select structural color examples in biology, we focus on three speciﬁc attributes that we consider as
primarily important in the context of this review.
(1) Structural diversity, signifying the interplay of several
different processes and control mechanisms involved in
structure formation,
4
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Figure 3. Structural diversity in butterﬂy wing scales. (A) The ‘Painted Lady’ butterﬂy Vanessa cardui (scale bar 1 mm) and (B) its orange and black
wing scales (scale bar 100 μm), which (C) display a generic scale architecture (scale bar ∼1 μm). (D)–(F) This generic design is modiﬁed by many
butterﬂy species to enable unique color displays. (D) Fine-structured ridges on the wing scales of many Morpho species (scale bar 1 μm). (E) Threedimensional photonic crystal structures in the wing scales of the ‘Green Hairstreak’ butterﬂy Callophrys rubi (scale bar 1 μm). (F) Perforated lamella
forming a Bragg reﬂector in the scales of the sunset moth Chrysiridia rhipheus (scale bar 500 nm). (G) and (H) Other butterﬂy species harness
changes in the overall scale shape to produce structural colors. (G) The ‘Moon Satyr’ Pierella luna produces varying coloration effects by curving its
scales to orient the ﬁne-scale cross-rib architecture such that it forms a vertical diffraction grating (scale bar 50 μm). (H) The “Kaiser-i-Hind’ butterﬂy
Teinopalpus imperialis displays scales and long ﬁbers with very similar micro- and nanoscale architecture on its wings (scale bar 2 μm). (C)
Republished with permission of The Royal Society, from [52]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (D) This ‘blue
morpho butterﬂy’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made available by Lycaon under a CC BY-SA
3.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Gregory Phillips. (D), (E) and (F) [60] John Wiley & Sons. © 1998
Wiley-Liss. ((D) SEM) Republished with permission of The Royal Society, from [61]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center,
Inc. (E) This ‘Callophrys rubi insect collections SLU, Uppsala’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was
made available under a CC BY-SA 3.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Vítězslav Maňák. ((E) SEM)
Republished with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry, from [62]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (F)
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer Netherlands, Encyclopedia of Nanotechnology, [23], 2012. ((F) SEM) Reprinted by
permission from Springer Nature: Springer Netherlands, Encyclopedia of Nanotechnology, [24], 2012. (G) Reproduced with permission from [64].
(H) This ‘Teinopalpus imperialis (male) verso’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made available
under a CC BY-SA 3.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Anaxibia.

Figure 4. Dynamic coloration. (A) The squid Loligo pealeii is capable of changing its coloration using three different types of optical
elements within its skin. Reproduced with permission from Laptew Productions. (B) and (C) Chromatophores are cells ﬁlled with brown, red,
and yellow pigments that can expand and contract to cover more or less skin area. Iridophores contain regular layered protein structures that
reﬂect blue, green, yellow, and red colors. Leucophores are cells that are ﬁlled with randomly arranged, poly-disperse, highly scattering
spheres. They provide a white canvas for the colors of iridophores and chromatophores (scale ∼1 mm). (D) and (E) The panther chameleon
(Furcifer pardalis) native to Madagascar is capable of dynamically changing color to facilitate courtship and male rivalry. (F) and (G) The
color change is enabled by controlling the lattice period of a regular arrangement of guanine crystals within the chameleon’s skin tissue (scale
200 nm). (A) Reproduced with permission from Mike Laptew. (B) and (C) Adapted with permission of The Royal Society, from [82];
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (D), (E), (F) and (G) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature,
Nature Communications, [86], 2015.
5
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2.2.2. Dynamic coloration. Even more intriguing examples

of the ingenuity of biological organisms in harnessing microand nanoscale structures for light manipulation can be found
in the dynamic coloration of cephalopods and chameleons.
Exploiting intracellular pigmentation- and structural
coloration-based architectures, cephalopods are capable of
changing their skin coloration using a sophisticated
combination of chromatophores, iridophores, and leucophores
[80–82] (ﬁgures 4(A)–(C)). One exciting aspect that we are
slowly beginning to understand is the neural control of this
dynamic coloration [83]. In contrast to cephalopods, which
employ proteins to form their dynamic iridophores [84, 85],
chameleons embed regularly organized guanine crystals in
expandable skin structures, allowing the animal to vary the
resulting structural color by expanding or contracting the
tissue [86] (ﬁgures 4(D)–(G)).
2.2.3. Material constituents for biological structural color
systems. The photonic architectures found in tropical fruits,

such as Pollia condensata and Margaritaria nobilis [28, 31],
represent inspiring examples of the use of cellulose (ﬁgure 5),
earth’s most abundant biopolymer [87]. These structures intrigue
by their nano-scale arrangement of cellulose nano-crystals in a
regular helicoidal chiral architecture, which strongly reﬂects
circularly polarized light of the same handedness as the cellulose
structure.
In insects, functional biophotonic architectures are
mainly composed of chitin, guanine, pterins and melanins
[77, 88]. Fish and copepods use regular guanine arrangements
[89–91]. Birds have evolved strategies to pattern keratins,
melanins, and carotenoids in their feathers [77, 92] and in
addition use collagen structures in their skin [45], similar to
some of the color-generating structures in mammals [93].
Mollusks have found ways to extracellularly structure
calcium carbonate, and intracellular proteins, such as reﬂectin
[32, 85, 94]. Finally, plants and insects apply a variety of
waxes (in addition to the cellulose and chitin discussed above)
to create photonic architectures [27, 95].

Figure 5. Cellulose photonics. (A) Fruits of the plant Margaritaria
nobilis native to tropical Central and South America (scale ∼ 1 cm).
(B) Fruits of the plant Pollia condensata an African forest species
(scale ∼ 1 cm). (C) Scanning electron micrograph of a section through
a single pericarp cell of M. nobilis showing a multilayered architecture
(scale 10 μm). (D) A transmission electron micrograph of a section of
this multilayer architecture reveals the Bouligand arch pattern, which
is a clear signature of a helicoidal cell-wall architecture (scale
250 nm). This micrograph was taken from P. condensata, which like
M. nobilis creates color with a regular helicoidal arrangement of
cellulose microﬁbrils in its cells. The inset shows a schematic of the
arrangement of the cellulose microﬁbrils to form a chiral structure
with a well-deﬁned pitch. (A) and (C) Reproduced from [31]. CC BY
4.0. (B) and (D) Reproduced with permission from [28].

2.3. Synthetic structural color—exemplary man-made
materials and devices

In this section, we complement the previous discussion of
representative examples of biological structural color with a
perspective on exemplary man-made materials and devices
that involve structural color. As in the previous section, we
emphasize the color-generating structures, dynamics, and
material constituents.

impose microscopic curvature on such multilayers to create
speciﬁc optical effects [69, 70]; and Parides sesostris,
Callophrys rubi, and Teinopalpus imperialis form continuous
three-dimensional periodic networks that act as photonic crystals
[71–74]. While the optical working principles of such structures
are well characterized and some research has been devoted to the
processes underlying their formation [72, 75], a clear understanding of the formation mechanisms remains elusive.
Birds appear to have perfected the art of forming quasiordered, and amorphous photonic materials with a short-range
periodicity but no long-range order [46, 76–79], an approach
to create non-iridescent structural color. Quasi-order has also
been found to be employed in some scarab beetles [41].

2.3.1. Silk inverse opals—modulation of photonic lattices with
water and light. Opals and inverse opals consist of close-

packed, nano-scale, high refractive index colloids within a
low-index matrix, or low refractive index pores within a highindex matrix, respectively. Opal- and inverse opal-like
photonic architectures can be found in nature [21, 96–98],
and have also been synthetically fabricated using a wide

6
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Figure 6. Painting patterns in silk inverse opals. (A) The fabrication process consists of the deposition of a direct opal by repeatedly scooping

up polystyrene colloid monolayers from an air-water interface (top row), before inﬁltrating the opal with aqueous silk solution, followed by
drying and removal of the of the colloids with solvent to obtain the inverse opal (middle row). The inverse opal is then patterned by local
exposure to water vapor or ultraviolet light. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of a silk inverse opal. (C) Photograph of ﬁlm as it is bent,
showing its excellent ﬂexibility. (D) Exposure of a silk inverse opal to water vapor through different porous stencil masks is used to enable a
multicolor pattern. (E) Similar effects can be achieved by exposing the silk to UV light through patterned photomasks. [109] John Wiley &
Sons. © 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

variety of strategies [98–107]. One common strategy for
fabricating inverse opals is to create a colloidal crystal of
polymer spheres, casting a matrix material onto the crystal,
and subsequently removing the spheres [108].
This method has recently been applied to creating largearea, highly ordered silk inverse opals [109] (ﬁgure 6). Silk, a
biopolymer sourced in industrial quantities from domesticated
silkworms, is an excellent optical material due to its
transparency, low surface roughness, nanoscale processability, and mechanical durability [110, 111]. It has been used to
form many useful optical components, including photonic
crystals, microlens arrays, color-tunable diffraction gratings,
and even random lasers [112–114]. Silk is usually processed
in aqueous solutions. Control over the solution chemistry and
water evaporation kinetics allows for tuning the material’s
nanoscale morphology to tailor its macro-scale properties.
The silk inverse opals are iridescent and highly ﬂexible. After
formation of the inverse opal, the structural properties of the
silk can be modiﬁed through exposure to water vapor or
ultraviolet light [115, 116]. This allows for controlled
modulation of the photonic crystal’s lattice parameters to
inscribe structural color variations and patterns into the

inverse opal ﬁlms. This represents a promising new strategy
for facile creation of stimuli-responsive photonic materials
with tunable structural color, which could be beneﬁcial in
biosensors, including direct antigen-detection in colorimetric
immunosensors [117].

2.3.2. Full-color reflective MEMS displays. Microelectro-

mechanical systems (MEMS) are microscale devices that
contain both electrical and mechanical functionality. Advanced
MEMS micromachining approaches have unique advantages
for the creation of miniaturized optical devices (called microopto-electro-mechanical systems, short optical MEMS or
MOEMS). The precision mechanics of MEMS combined
with industrial surface micromaching processes that are
compatible with optically relevant materials have enabled a
diverse range of rapidly reconﬁgurable, tunable, micro-optical
elements, including lenses, mirrors, and ﬁlters. These
components have made signiﬁcant impact in a wide variety
of commercial applications [118–120]. Digital micro-mirror
devices—invented at Texas Instruments over 35 years ago—
are an example of MEMS based optical systems [121], which
7
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Figure 7. A reﬂective MEMS-based single mirror interferometric display. (A) Overview of the device layout showing the ﬁxed absorbing

layer, the moving mirror, and the pixel base. (B) Schematic depicting the display’s working principle. Precise positioning of the absorber in
the standing wave ﬁeld enables controlled spectrally-selective absorption. (C) Detailed schematic of the pixel architecture, fabricated in an
elaborate surface micromachining process. (D) Full color images displayed by a 483 × 483 pixel array. (A), (C) and (D) © [2017] IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from [124]. (B) Reprinted with permission from ref [123], OSA.

have tremendous technological and commercial value in digital
projection displays and other applications [122].
Newer MEMS display technologies speciﬁcally make use
of structural color to enable energy-efﬁcient, large-area reﬂective
displays that eliminate the need for device-internal light sources,
thereby drastically reducing energy demand. One of the more

recent examples of this type of technology is the single mirror
interferometric display by Qualcomm [123, 124]. Each of the
display’s pixels consists of a thin layer of a light-absorbing
molybdenum chromium alloy suspended over an aluminum
mirror (ﬁgure 7(A)). In this geometry, incident light interferes
with light that reﬂects off the mirror, which results in standing
8
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the dimensions of the nanostructure, which in turn alters the
wavelength of reﬂected light.
3. Processes that drive the formation of structurally
colored materials
3.1. Processes—preliminary comments

In the preceding sections, a few representative examples for
biological photonic systems and man-made materials that rely
on structural color were chosen to emphasize three important
process attributes that are the focus of this review.
(1) Control over the material structure to allow for a wide
variety of architectures,
(2) Control over the local material composition, and
(3) Control over the materials’ dynamic properties.

Figure 8. 3D-printing with structural color. (A) Colorless block

copolymer granules are loaded in the ﬁlament extruder. (B)
Emergence of structural color during ﬁlament extrusion, caused by
molecular-scale self-assembly of the polymer (inset diagrams suggest
molecular structure). (C) The same ﬁlament 3D printed via fused
deposition modeling in the shape of a butterﬂy wing. Reprinted with
permission from [125]. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.

These examples show that biological and synthetic processes
have unique characteristics that determine ‘what goes where’
during the structure formation. In this review, we chose to
speciﬁcally focus on processes that create materials with
structural color for several reasons.

wave patterns. The position of extrema and zeros in the light ﬁeld
varies with the light wavelength, which can be exploited to
induce spectrally selective absorption via controlled positioning
of the absorbing layer (ﬁgure 7(B)). If the absorber is placed at a
location of maximally varying amplitude in a speciﬁc wavelength’s standing wave pattern, light of that particular wavelength
is absorbed, while light in different spectral ranges can pass. In
the actual device, positioning of the absorbing layer within the
standing wave ﬁeld is achieved through moving the pixel’s
mirror using the integrated high-precision MEMS actuator
infrastructure that is controlled by a thin-ﬁlm transistor circuit
within each pixel. The elaborate pixel infrastructure, shown
schematically in more detail in ﬁgure 7(C), is produced in a
series of surface micromachining steps. Prototype devices can
switch their pixels at 120 frames per second, display 16 primary
color states, and have a display density of 346 points per inch
(ﬁgure 7(D)). Since these devices do not require internal
illumination, they only consume energy to switch and hold the
displayed information, promising signiﬁcantly higher energy
efﬁciency then current displays. In principle, the fabrication
process is amenable to ﬂexible substrates, which in the future
could provide avenues for ﬂexible reﬂective display designs that
could be used in optically adaptive, color- and informationchanging wearables.

(1) The structural outcome is immediately apparent.
(2) The structures at the origin of structural color have a
varying but controlled degree of order on distinct length
scales.
(3) The underlying formation processes must be robust, as
can be seen in the impressive degree of reliability with
which biological microstructures are realized.
(4) Many of the prominent biological structurally colored
materials are based on easily handled, abundant
biomaterials, including cellulose, chitin, and calcium
carbonate, which readily lend themselves to the full
spectrum of materials analysis techniques.
(5) Hierarchical designs are prevalent, and often each
component of the hierarchy adds to the material’s
functionality.
(6) The perceived color is a proxy for the structures’ optical
qualities; visual / spectral assessment of their optical
characteristics on the macro- and microscale provides a
convenient pathway to assessing changes that might be
imparted by modifying the formation processes.
(7) Understanding processes that lead to the formation of
structurally colored materials could help to identify
avenues for realizing synthetic analogs for a wide range
of optical applications.

2.3.3. 3D-printing with block copolymer-based structurally colored
filaments. 3D printing, in particular fused deposition modeling,

3.2. Process classification

has signiﬁcantly gained in popularity in recent years, both in a
professional manufacturing context and as a hobbyist tool.
Commonly, colored parts are created by mixing a pigment
dispersed within the polymer of interest. More recently, that
coloration has instead been achieved by making use of structural
color [125]. As shown in ﬁgure 8, the polymer of interest is a
block copolymer, which self-assembles during the ﬁlament
heating and extrusion process to create an ordered nanostructure
that exhibits structural color. This ﬁlament can then be used for
3D printing. Adjusting the molecular weight of the BCP alters

The controlled formation of morphologies that induce structural color in biological and in synthetic material systems
usually depends on the interplay of several processes. In this
review, we broadly classify structure formation processes into
the following categories (ﬁgure 9).
• Additive processes: material is added sequentially to an
existing structure. In biology, this includes the secretion
of chitin in insect cuticles and the deposition of calcium
9
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Figure 9. Process categories.

•

•

•

•

carbonate in mollusk shells. Examples of synthetic
additive processes are the formation of thin metal oxide
layers on an optical ﬁlter by atomic layer deposition or
chemical vapor deposition, as well as the 3D-printing of
complex micromorphologies.
Subtractive processes: an initial material volume is
modiﬁed by spatially selective removal of material. In
biology, this includes the degradation of insect cuticles (for
instance occurring during ecdysis, or the digestion of actin
scaffolding structures during the formation of butterﬂy
wing scales). A plethora of subtractive processes are used
in synthetic manufacturing, ranging from metal machining
on larger scales to a variety of micromachining approaches
that employ physical and chemical etching procedures for
structure formation on smaller length scales.
Continuous processes: material with the desired shape
and structure is continuously extruded or drawn. We
consider the biological growth of hairs, bristles, and
scales broadly as such a continuous process. A synthetic
analog might be found in the extrusion of layered
polymer architectures with controlled internal morphology or the drawing of photonic crystal ﬁbers.
Net-shape processes: an initial mass of material is
deformed until it gains the ﬁnal desired shape, without
a signiﬁcant change in the material’s initial mass. A
biological example for such processes are anisotropic cell
deformations occurring in ﬂower petal formation. Molding of nano-scale surface structures by nano-imprinting,
or casting and curing onto a template, are examples of
shaping processes in synthetic manufacture.
Assembly processes: building blocks with desired base
characteristics are assembled into complex functional
material architectures. If this happens autonomously, just
driven by the interactions of the unit elements and their
surrounding medium, the process is termed ‘self-assembly’.
The formation of regular three-dimensional photonic
structures in butterﬂy and beetle scales is likely driven inpart by self-assembly. Synthetic opaline and inverse opal
photonic crystals are usually formed through self-assembly.

viewed in different contexts, a single physical phenomena
may be best described by different categories. However, the
classiﬁcation that we employ here provides beneﬁts for the
comparison between biological and synthetic structure formation processes and enables us to propose potential strategies for advancing human manufacturing concepts by gaining
inspiration from biological processes.
3.3. Biological processes

In broad terms, processes that enable the formation of biological structures have one of three purposes.
• They contribute to the generation of constituent materials;
• They are involved in organizing these materials into
structures;
• They facilitate clean-up and/or continuous maintenance
of the ﬁnal structure to ensure persistent functionality.
These processes may occur sequentially, but often they are
integrated with some degree of overlap.
The generation of material constituents is prescribed by the
organism’s genetic code: information encoded in DNA is transcribed into RNA, which then is translated into a protein by
assembling amino acids at a ribosome [126–128]. The protein
must then move via some method of cellular transport to a new
location inside or outside the cell [129–131]. At its new location,
the protein may interact with other molecules in its environment,
pulling, pushing, and bending the aggregate structure into shape
[132]. However, non-protein materials (carbohydrates, lipids,
minerals, purines, and pterins) are not produced directly via gene
expression [128]. Instead, these materials are gathered, modiﬁed,
and assembled by a collection of enzymes. Since enzymes are
proteins, the organism’s genes still control this palette of constituent materials, albeit more indirectly. In some cases, the
material is produced at the site of its ﬁnal destination [133, 134];
otherwise, it is transported to that destination, where it integrates
with the aggregate structure [132]. Thus a unique aspect of
biological growth as a fabrication process for micro- and
nanostructured materials is that, in general, the structure-forming
cell synthesizes the materials and shapes the forming structures
all within itself or in a region closely surrounding the cell.
Processes contributing to biological structure formation
can be broadly classiﬁed within the categories outlined in
section 3.2. Because cells typically produce their own raw
material needed for structure formation, all biological processes have at least some stages that can be described as
‘additive’: on-site synthesis, secretion, and various methods

We note that it is not necessarily easy or straightforward
to ﬁt natural processes into these speciﬁc categories. This is
primarily due to the fact that in nature many of these processes occur in parallel and are difﬁcult to separate neatly,
while in synthetic manufacture processes occur primarily in
sequence. Additionally, the classiﬁcation of a process
depends on where the system boundaries are deﬁned; when
10
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of intracellular transport are all indicative of additive processes.
Reciprocally, subtractive processes are rarer in biological structure formation; when they do occur, their main function tends to
be removal of a mold that has supported structure formation.
Subtraction of temporary material is generally achieved by
degradation, such as enzymatic digestion [135–137]. In various
cases, materials can be formed in a continuous fashion, by linearly propagating a given shape: examples are lipid extrusion
through a pore or linear growth of cytoskeletal elements;
examples of larger macro-structures are bristles and feathers
[138–143]. We also ﬁnd that an abundance of processes in
nature shape a given net volume of material using other elements, such as membranes or biological scaffolds, as a template
or mold [144]. Lastly, a wide variety of intermolecular forces
contribute to the assembly of various materials.
While we generally know how to identify the material
constituents and structural components that impart function, we
know little about how these materials are formed by living
organisms. Control and regulation of multiple processes across
various length scales are required to form the material
morphologies that enable speciﬁc structural color effects. Structure formation has to be controlled from the nano- to the macroscale to enable the harnessing of different light–matter interaction
principles, such as absorption and ﬂuorescence (quantum-optical
regime), diffraction and interference (wave-optical regime), and
refraction or lensing (ray-optical regime); yet, our understanding
of biological structure control and regulation is still in its infancy.
In fact, many of the biological structure formation processes that
we discuss below are, at best, incompletely understood.
In the following section, we describe the phenomena that
have been observed during the formation of structurally
colored materials in different organisms. In addition—where
possible—we outline hypotheses that have been formulated
regarding the underlying physical phenomena. We hope to
capture the ‘status quo’ of the current scientiﬁc understanding
of the formation of material structures used in nature to
manipulate light, and speciﬁcally focus on structures in butterﬂy wing scales, cephalopod iridophores, bird feathers, and
ﬂower petal surfaces as representative examples.

leading to the formation of the ﬁnal chitin-based scale
architectures. Based on these studies, we know that each scale
is formed by a single scale cell that extrudes a scale protrusion,
which is seated in a socket formed by an adjacent socket cell.
Furthermore, we can establish the following (rough) timeline for
scale development. In this phenomenological overview of scale
formation, we state the developmental stages in percentages
relative to the overall pupation duration; this duration changes
from species to species and depends signiﬁcantly on exterior
conditions such as temperature [155].
At around 15% of pupal development, the epithelial cells
have aligned on the wing membrane. Socket and scale cells
have formed from a common mother cell (ﬁgure 10(B)). At this
point the scale cell begins to build a protrusion that is to
become the scale (ﬁgure 10(C)). The membrane of the scale
cell is extended by actin ﬁlaments, pushing through the middle
of the toroid-shaped socket cell in the fashion of a continuous
process. As the scale cell reaches about a third of its ﬁnal
length at around 25% of pupal development, the actin ﬁlaments
begin to assemble in regularly spaced bundles running the
length of the scale; these bundles are essential in the following
‘netshape’ stages of molding the membrane [148]. The scale
protrusion is still circular (ﬁgure 10(D)). At around 30% of
pupal development, regular F-actin ﬁlament structures are
apparent in the scale protrusion, which is in the process of
ﬂattening (ﬁgure 10(E)). Soon after, stationary undulations
appear across the top surface of the scale, lining up with the
actin bundles (ﬁgure 10(F)). Although the actin has been
demonstrated to be crucial to the formation of the membrane
mold [148], the precise physical phenomena behind the actinmembrane interactions are unknown. While buckling phenomena have been hypothesized to be responsible for the formation
of undulations on the scale cell surface [15], the mode and
control of this buckling have not been elucidated.
With the mold in place, the cuticle (chitin ﬁbrils in a
matrix of supporting proteins) begins to appear to form a
single-cell exoskeleton (ﬁgure 10(G)). The polymerization of
chitin is enabled by an enzyme, chitin synthase, which is
reported to operate at the apices of a membrane [156–158];
which, in the case of the wing scales, are located along the
tops of the ridges. The cuticle is thus secreted in an additive
fashion; in addition to the molded conﬁguration, the surface
takes different morphologies, likely due to internal forces
within the cuticle aggregate [15, 159], which may be thought
of as self-assembly. During the production of chitin, the
membrane template does not remain ﬁxed, but rather retracts
from its original position. The chitin is then sclerotized and
the cuticle is hardened. At around 60% of pupal development,
the scale ridges show pronounced features and the cell
cytoplasm appears to retract and degrade (a subtractive
process) (ﬁgure 10(H)). At this point, substantial amounts of
chitin have been secreted at the apices of pleats in the top
surface of the scale cell membrane (ﬁgure 10(I)). It is likely
that the membrane and cell cytoplasm retraction contribute to
the ﬁnal shaping of the end product: a non-living scale.
This growth of butterﬂy scales exempliﬁes how the cell’s
plasma membrane can function as a template mold, while the
internal actin skeleton in turn appears to structure this mold;

3.3.1. Diversity of processes. Example, scale formation in

lepidopterans: the formation of scales on the wings of
Lepidoptera (butterﬂies and moths) is a complex process that
has interested scientists for well over a century [145, 146].
Although the wing scales of butterﬂies and moths develop during
metamorphosis, the tissue for the wing already starts forming as
an ‘imaginal disc’ in the larval stages [147, 148]. As the larva
initiates pupation, the disc initiates a dramatic pace of growth.
The wing tissue begins to grow and thicken, after which
differentiated scale precursor cells become readily identiﬁable by
their larger size (ﬁgure 10(A)).
A number of historical and recent seminal studies have
provided phenomenological insights into scale formation once
the ﬁnal stage of morphogenesis—the pupation—has started
[15, 40, 148, 150–154]. This provides the basis for identifying
the scale components relevant to structure formation and for
forming hypotheses about their interactions and the mechanisms
11
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Figure 10. Timeline of scale structure formation in two butterﬂy species. Percent duration of pupation in Vanessa cardui denoted by *;
Junonia coenia denoted by †. Magenta shows plasma membrane, and yellow shows actin. (A) After the caterpillar pupates, speciﬁc cells on
the wing tissue differentiate into scale precursor cells (large cells as denoted by arrow) (scale 30 μm). (B) The precursor cells align in distinct
rows that lead to the tissue-wide organization of the wing scales (scale 30 μm). (C) Top, Scale cells begin to grow actin and extend away from
the wing surface (scale 15 μm); bottom left, close up of actin growth (scale 5 μm); bottom right, cross section of yellow scale cell actin and
blue scale cell nucleus (pink arrows), as well as the supporting socket cell structures (green arrows) (scale 5 μm). (D) As the scale cell is
extended, actin begins to take on a more regular order, and supports the growing membrane (scale 15 μm). (E) Actin bundles further organize
into regularly spaced bundles (which will later support membrane undulations) (scale 15 μm). (F) The cell membrane ﬂattens and maintains
the actin in their bundles (scale 15 μm). (G) The cell membrane then begins to ‘wrinkle’ in a controlled fashion consistent with the actin
bundles; around the same time, chitin secretion accelerates (scale 15 μm). (H) Chitin expression continues; the actin disintegrates (scale
15 μm). (I) Toward the last third of the pupa stage, the scale cell begins to appear in its ﬁnal structure; the cuticle hardens, pigment appears,
and the cell dies leaving behind the cuticular scale (scale 15 μm). (Fluorescence) Reprinted from [148], with permission from Elsevier.
(Wings) Reproduced with permission from [149].

Figure 11. Cross sections of scales of Colias eurytheme at different stages of development. (A) Developing scale of C. eurytheme with ridges
clearly deﬁned, with cuticle being expressed at the lower lamina and the ridges, but not at the windows (arrows) (scale 0.5 μm). (B)
Developing scale of C. eurytheme with multiple lamellae developing on the ridge cuticle (scale 0.5 μm). (C) Mature scale cell of C.
eurytheme, with lower lamina (**), ridges, and multiple lamellae formed on the ridges (scale 1 μm). (A) [40] John Wiley & Sons. © 1994
Wiley-Liss, Inc. (B) and (C) Reprinted with permission from ref [15], OSA.

lower portions. Lepidopterans follow this basic blueprint but
variations on this theme reveal a wide range of geometries
that achieve structural color (ﬁgure 3). For instance, a variety
of butterﬂies and moths forms regular perforated laminae in
the scale interior, which act as multilayer reﬂectors. Layered
photonic architectures are prevalent in nature and besides
their just mentioned presence in the scales of many
lepidopteran species, are found in the cuticles of beetles and

yet it also illustrates how the other modes of production such
as the secretion of chitin (additive processing), and the
retraction of the cell cytoplasm and membrane (subtractive
processing) are utilized in biological structure formation.
As the result of this complex structure formation process,
all scales have an undulating upper surface of ridges
connected by cross-ribs (ﬁgure 11); these cover a lower
lamina, with intermittent trabeculae connecting the upper and
12
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Figure 12. Secretion of cuticle multilayer. Although the research on cuticle growth is spread among various arthropods and life cycle stages,

we can gather an overall sense of cuticle formation. (A) To begin growing a new cuticle, microvilli of epidermal cells secrete the outermost
epicuticle (scale 0.5 μm). (B) The young, unhardened cuticle grows to a surface area larger than the older cuticle, causing many folds to
develop (shown here in larval Schistocerca gregaria); (1) old molting cuticle, (2) epicuticle, (3) procuticle, (4) epidermis (scale 3 μm). (C)
After molting, the new cuticle is allowed to straighten and smooth as it takes the place of the older cuticle, becoming in effect a template for
future layers (S. gregaria). (D) As the procuticle (exocuticle and endocuticle) begin to grow, cyclic growth patterns result in alternating bands
of distinct chitin arrangements (shown here in imago of Gastrophysa viridula after ecdysis; (i) dorsal elytral cuticle; (ii) exocuticle; (iii)
endocuticle; (iv) hemolymph space under the cuticle; (v) epicuticle; (vi) reference length (scale 1 μm). (E) With time, the cuticle grows, and
the layers may undergo slight changes in uniformity and electron density (G. viridula) (scale 1 μm). (F) The fully developed cuticle of G.
viridula (scale 1 μm). (A) Reprinted from [161], Copyright (1979), with permission from Elsevier. ((A) inset) Reproduced with permission
from [68]. ©2000 University of Florida IFAS. (B) and (C) Reproduced with permission from [162], Cambridge University Press. ((B) and
(C) insets) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Springer, Applied Entomology and Zoology, [169], 2008. ((D) to (F)) Reprinted
by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Scientiﬁc Reports, [160], 2017. ((D) to (F) insets) Adapted with permission of The Royal
Society, from [170]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

spiders, the scales of ﬁsh, the skin of cephalopods and the
waxes of plants [20, 35].
Multilayer secretion: in general, layered biological
morphologies that cause structural coloration appear to
conform to a support structure, which operates as a template
or a mold to help deﬁne the ﬁnal material conformation. This
approach commonly occurs in carbohydrate structures (such as
chitin and cellulose) which tend to be secreted along a surface
that deﬁnes its shape. Although the information available on
cuticle formation is spread over diverse organisms, we can
build an approximate, representative framework of the
processes involved [160–166]. For instance, the leaf beetle
Gastrophysa viridula secretes a chitin surface like its fellow
arthropods, the butterﬂies; unlike them however, it forms the
cuticle above tissue rather than on individual cells, and yet it
also deposits in layers, each surface supporting the last [160]
(ﬁgure 12). Cellulose too is secreted, forming the iridescent,
pixelated reﬂectors found on the fruits of Pollia condensata
and Margaritaria nobilis [28, 31]; in these plants the deposited
cellulose nanocrystals form helicoidal structures, which give
the material its unique abilities to strongly reﬂect circularly
polarized light. This secretion likely involves additional
physical processes that result in regular chirality. Curiously,
similar physics might be at play in the formation processes of
the helical circularly-polarized light reﬂecting cuticle nanoarchitectures found in some beetles, which have been compared to
cholesteric liquid crystal structures [95, 167].
Minerals, which are often deposited alongside with
organic materials [171, 172], can also be formed into a
layered photonic structure as found in the case of blue-rayed
limpets [32]. In general, mollusk shells are formed by

calciﬁcation underneath the periostracum, a thin elastic
membrane at the growth edge that is secreted by the mantle
and links it to the forming shell. The stiffness differences
between the calciﬁed material and the mantle can lead to
various shell conﬁgurations [173, 174], but the impact on the
microstructure is still not well understood.
Other layered photonic structures, notably iridophores, are
made by ﬁlling a mold rather than coating a template-like
surface. In cephalopods, the protein reﬂectin ﬁlls a multilamellar
membrane (discussed further below). Guanine crystal structures
are likewise formed by ﬁlling intracellular membranes, in some
cases with further support from ﬁbrous structures [89, 175].
Two recent studies on copepods and scallop eyes have
demonstrated that these small marine organisms can generate
either highly regular hexagonal or square crystal elements that
are then assembled into more complex architectures in their soft
tissues to create speciﬁc optical effects [91, 176]. The extremely
regular shape and size of guanine crystals are a clear sign of the
exquisite control that the two organisms can exert on the
underlying formation processes.
Mechanical stress deformation: mechanical stresses can
modify the morphologies of secreted ﬂat layers, leading to
microscale undulations and patterns that cause light diffraction thereby producing color. In many situations, these
mechanical stresses occur in response to material growth, in
turn affecting the growing structures. In some butterﬂy
species, pronounced chitin structures develop on the ridges,
such as the Christmas tree-like cross-sectional pattern in
Morpho species. Ghiradella proposed that lamellae formation
in butterﬂy scales occurs by buckling [15]. The notion of
buckling poses an interesting question for mechanical stresses
13
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Figure 13. Proposed models of cuticle pattern formation in petals and leaves. Geometrical changes can regulate ridge morphology: (A) in the
‘Queen of the Night’ tulip, parallel ridges are consistent with wrinkles that form under longitudinal tension and compression in the
perpendicular direction. (B) In the non-iridescent petals of the tulip, minimal geometrical changes are capable of changing the stress
conditions causing disorder in ridge orientation. (C) Similarly, the radial ridges in the snapdragon (Antirrhinum majus) are consistent with
radial tension and azimuthal compression. (D) Mutations that lower the cone protrusion of these cells decrease the radial tension and
introduce disorder in ridge material. Cuticle growth rates affect ridge formation: (E) in the dark iridescent center of Hibiscus trionum, parallel
ridges also form due to the particular anisotropic conditions. (F) In the transition to non-iridescent white, the cellular cuticles are smooth,
consistent with models that demonstrate slower cuticle growth, despite similar geometries. (G) The opposite is proposed to occur in the leaves
of Arabidopsis thaliana, whose wild type is smooth. (H) When the organism is modiﬁed to increase cuticle growth, ridges appear. (Scale for
all, 10 μm.) Adapted with permission of The Royal Society, from [182]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

stretches along two axes [182]. Various combinations can lead
to tension in both directions (promoting smooth cells),
compression in both directions (promoting disordered wrinkles),
or compression in one direction and tension in another
(promoting organized wrinkles). By regulating the initial
geometry of the cell and the ensuing cuticle growth rate, ﬂower
petals may produce ridge patterns that cause diffraction as the
origin of their structural coloration [183, 184].
Mechanical stresses and buckling thus may be instrumental
in creating some of the morphologies found in structurally
colored materials. However, to our knowledge, the role of
mechanical stresses have not yet been veriﬁed in situ during the
actual development of any structurally colored biological
material. Nevertheless, careful assessment of material morphology and boundary conditions during the formation of speciﬁc
photonic structures (such as striations on ﬂowers), combined
with mechanical modeling, could provide deeper insights into
the role of mechanical effects during their growth.
Variety in two-dimensional structures: in order to achieve
material structures with two-dimensional periodicity, nature
draws from a wide variety of processes (ﬁgure 14). Regularly
packed collagen ﬁbers in the coloration structures of various
birds and mammals are hypothesized to form by selfassembly, which in the case of collagen is driven by interﬁber physics [45, 93, 185–187] (ﬁgures 14(A)–(C)). Other
biological 2D periodic material structures are highly

in biological materials, because of the various approaches
taken to understand buckling [177]. Some of these different
frameworks include: quantifying residual stresses due to the
growth of a material [178], prestrain of a substrate layer that
supports a thinner layer [179, 180], and comparisons between
stretching energies and substrate stiffness [181].
On the macroscale, mollusk shell growth provides an
interesting case study for how stresses between soft mantle
tissue and hard secreted shell determine the forming shell
morphology. The mollusk’s growing mantle, which deposits
new shell at the growth edge, is constrained in its expansion
by the already deposited shell. This leads to characteristic
mantle deformations, the shape of which is then ‘frozen’ into
the forming shell morphology as the mantle secretes the shell
mineral [173, 174]. However, it is not yet known exactly if
and how mechanical stresses and strains occurring between
soft secreting cells and tissues and the harder secreted
materials manifest themselves at the micro- and nanometer
scale of the lamellar morphologies in structurally colored
mollusks and other animals.
Recent models suggest that striated ﬂower petal architectures, which are implicated in structural color generation, may
result from mechanical deformation phenomena during petal
development (ﬁgure 13). The petal’s growth and associated
mechanical boundary conditions have been characterized
according to cuticle growth rate and developing principal
14
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Figure 14. Biological process strategies for 2D structures. (A) Collagen ﬁber assembly begins with the self-assembly of the tropocollagen

helix that is organized into microﬁbrils and ﬁbrils, which then form a ﬁber. The direction, size, and spacing of these ﬁbers are critical to the
structural coloration. Collagen ﬁbers yield 2D quasi-order in (B) the blue skin of Mandrillus sphinx (scale 250 nm) and (C) the blue skin
around the eye of Ramphastos toco (scale 200 nm). (D) In extrusion, material is forced through a speciﬁed shape (as when clay is forced
through a press). (E) Wax pillar forests extrude through pores in the cuticle of the dragonﬂy Zenithoptera lanei (scale 2 μm). (F) Cilia grow
from cells due to the growth of nine microtubules protruding from the cell surface (cilia exist in a wide variety of cells; shown here is a cilia
in the canary brain together with a microtubule schematic) (scale 1 μm). (G) In the comb-jellyﬁsh B. cucumis, cilia are grown immediately
next to one another, resulting in bright rainbow colors as they beat (scale 200 nm). (H) The mechanism driving the 2D order of the cylindrical
voids in the chitinous setae of Pherusa is unknown (scale 2 μm). (I) Likewise, we do not yet know the physics that regulates melanin granule
size and organization in avian feathers, such as those on Pavo muticus (scale 500 nm). (A) Reprinted from [192], Copyright (2003), with
permission from Elsevier. (B) This ‘Mandrill at Singapore Zoo’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where
it was made available by Avala under a CC BY 2.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Robert Young.
((B) SEM) Reproduced with permission from [93], The Journal of Experimental Biology. (C) This ‘Toco toucan (Ramphastos toco) adult’
image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made available by Charlesjsharp under a CC BY 4.0
licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Charles J Sharp. ((C) SEM) Reproduced with permission from [45],
The Journal of Experimental Biology. (E) Reprinted from [189], Copyright (2015), with permission from Elsevier. ((F) Singla) From [193].
Reprinted with permission from AAAS. ((F) Alvarez-Buylla) Republished with permission of Society for Neuroscience, from [Primary
Neural Precursors and Intermitotic Nuclear Migration in the Ventricular Zone of Adult Canaries, Arturo Alvarez-Buylla, 18, 3, 1998];
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. ((F) Anderson) Republished with permission of Rockefeller University
Press, from [The three-dimensional structure of the basal body from the Rhesus monkey oviduct, Richard G. W. Anderson, 54, 2, 1969];
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. ((F) Preble) Republished with permission of Genetics Society of America,
from [Extragenic Bypass Suppressors of Mutations in the Essential Gene BLD2 Promote Assembly of Basal Bodies With Abnormal
Microtubules in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii], Andrea M. Preble, 157, 1, 2001]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center,
Inc. (G) Reproduced with permission from Kevin Raskoff. ((G) TEM) Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from [188], Copyright (2007) by the
American Physical Society. (H) Reproduced with permission from Andrew Parker. ((H) SEM) Reprinted ﬁgure with permission from [139],
Copyright (2009) by the American Physical Society. (I) This ‘Pavo muticus - Hai Hong Karni’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from
the Wikimedia website where it was made available by JJ Harrison under aCC BY-SA 3.0 licence. It is included within this article on that
basis. It is attributed to JJ Harrison. ((I) SEM) Reproduced with permission from [191]. Copyright (2003) National Academy of Sciences,
U.S.A.

suggestive of continuous processes. For example, the repeated
axial symmetry in the cilia of the comb-jellyﬁsh are
composed of a central axoneme surrounded by microtubules,
which are frequently involved in cilia structures and other cell
protrusions [188] (ﬁgures 14(F), (G)). Other examples of
continuous processes are found among members of the
Odonata, who produce a wax pillar forest (with a low degree
of order, yet two dimensional) via continuous extrusion
through cuticle pores [138, 189, 190] (ﬁgures 14(D), (E)).
Melanin structures in some avian feathers result in twodimensional structurally colored morphologies (ﬁgure 14(I)).
During their formation, regular melanin granule structures
must be generated and assembled in an orderly fashion
[191, 197]. Although some older studies provide hints about
the internal timeline of granule location [198], the underlying
processes and related physics are generally unknown.

Figure 15. 3D photonic structures in beetles. (A) Although the actual

processes leading to quasi-ordered 3D organization as found in
the longhorn beetle P. waterhousei are unknown, both phase
separation and colloidal packing can lead to similar conﬁgurations.
(B) Unknown processes enable disorder of thinner structures among
larger voids to achieve highly scattering white in Cyphochilus
beetles. (Scale for both: 2 μm.) (A) Reprinted ﬁgure with permission
from [201], Copyright (2001) by the American Physical Society.
(B) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature,
Scientiﬁc Reports, [34], 2014.
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Figure 16. The growing feather. (A) Feather growing from feather follicle in the dermis (purple): the epidermis (blue cross section and

yellow-blue surface) invaginates the dermis (purple), leaving a central core, the dermal pulp (also purple); the rachis, barbs, and barbules
grow in the cavity. (B) A representative cross-sectional schematic of the growing feather; the barb ridges wrap around the pulp, meeting at the
rachis. The feather grows out and away from the surface out of the follicle collar; unlike typical plant growth, where tips grow at the leading
edge, the feather ﬁrst grows the distal tips and then proceeds to grow the proximal regions of the feather. (C) A close-up cross-sectional
schematic of the developing barb ridge, showing the region that will form the marginal plate (red) and the growth zone (GZ, brown); the pulp
is toward the bottom of the image. (D) Along a cross-section of the growing feather, multiple barb ridges are shown, with the center of the
follicle toward the bottom of the image; outlined in red is the general region shown in ﬁgure 17 (scale 10 μm). (A) Reproduced from [223].
(B) Reprinted from [224], Copyright (2007), with permission from Elsevier. (C) Republished with permission of Annual Reviews, from
[220]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (D) ‘Republished with permission of The Royal Society, from [222];
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Polychaete worms offer another puzzle related to the
formation of 2D periodic structures (ﬁgure 14(H)): the setae of
the genera Aphrodita and Pherusa have well-ordered cylindrical
voids in a chitin matrix [139, 199]. The authors of one study
propose that chitin ﬁbril defects may force the regular positioning
of the chitin structure [139], but we do not know the time line nor
the physics of the development of this structure.
Three-dimensional structures and self-assembly: threedimensional photonic structures appear to rely heavily on
self-assembly processes [144, 200]. In some butterﬂies,
gyroid structures—regular three-dimensional continuous network architectures—are found between the upper and lower
surfaces of the scale. Gyroid morphologies are believed to be
formed with the assistance of internal membranes (just as we
saw in the case of multilayer formation) [71, 72, 75, 144].
Three-dimensional photonic structures observed in bird
feathers offer strong indications for phase separation to be
involved in the structure formation process (discussed in
further detail below). Beetles also exhibit a variety of threedimensional geometries, the formation of which is not fully
understood (ﬁgure 15). Various beetles, including Pachyrhynchus argus and Pseudomyagrus waterhousei, use chitin to
create 3D morphologies of ordered or quasi-ordered spheres
[19, 201], which could be reminiscent of either phase
separation or colloidal packing. The Cyphochilus beetle
produces a different 3D geometry, employing bulk disorder to
achieve brilliant white; this geometry is particularly intriguing
since this particle size and distribution have not been
manufacturable [202]. Disordered colloidal morphologies

also form the basis for the whites produced by leucophores
in cephalopod skin, although disordered multilayers have also
been found to be the source of bright whites in squids
[203, 204]. Little to nothing is known about the formation of
these leucophore structures.
Hierarchical elements: the various features of the
butterﬂy scale also typify the hierarchical nature of biological
materials. Biological shapes are frequently appreciated for
being hierarchical [205–207]. One useful deﬁnition for
hierarchy is pattern or order at various length scales [107].
Hierarchical design of material structures might be essential
to ensure a particular function, as well as enabling multifunctional behavior [42, 208].
For example, the hierarchical silica frustules of diatoms are
of interest not only for their optical behavior [209–211], but also
for a wide range of applications, from drug delivery to ﬂuid
ﬁltering [212]. In diatoms, organization of actin and microtubules
appear to be closely related to their silica structure patterns [213],
perhaps hinting at a templating-like process similar to those in
butterﬂy scales. Yet a broad range of components seem to impact
the structures at various orders of magnitude, from silica
deposition to the overall valve structure [214–216]. However,
the physical processes driven by these components and,
moreover, their combined effects is still an open question.
Although biology is particularly adept at integrating
diverse structural motifs across many length scales, little is
known about the biological processes that deﬁne and control
hierarchy throughout the 100 nm–10 μm range.
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Figure 17. Development of keratin structures in feathers of the macaw Ara ararauna. (A) Prior to keratinization, medullary cells have
enlarged nuclei (scale 2 μm). (B) Unknown structures are found along cell boundaries, which are otherwise mostly free (scale 1 μm). (C) The
cells then develop voids in the cytoplasm (scale 2 μm). (D) At the same time, keratin begins to accumulate at cell boundaries (scale 1 μm).
(E) Later in development, the cytoplasmic voids have ﬁlled almost the entire cell (scale 3 μm). (F) Keratin begins to develop its tortuous
channel, spinodal form alongside other ‘granular’ material (scale 1 μm). (G) The keratin structures spread and the voids shrink (scale 2 μm).
(H) The keratin network is nearly fully developed (scale 1 μm). Republished with permission of The Royal Society, from [222]; permission
conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. (Parrot) This ‘Portrait of a Blue-and-yellow Macaw (Ara ararauna) in the Vogelburg
(bird park) Hochtaunus, Weilrod, Germany’ image has been obtained by the author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made
available under a CC BY-SA 3.0 licence. It is included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Quartl.

structurally colored biological materials. In addition to the
nanostructuring that imparts coloration, the development of
feathers is of interest for their varied hierarchical morphologies,
which has implications for the function of feathers [140, 197,
217–221]. A bird’s feather grows from a follicle on the birds’
skin (ﬁgure 16). The follicle begins as a proliferation of
epidermal cells, which form into a budding papila, dipping
below the surface of the epidermis to form the cavity and rising
to form the initial protrusion. Inside the bulk of the papila is the
dermal pulp, which is surrounded by exterior cells called the
collar. The cells in the collar then differentiate and begin to form
into barbs (some of which merge into the main vain, the rachis);
later cells further differentiate into barbules. As the papila grows
upward, the barbs marvelously grow ‘backward,’ their tips
extending back to eventually merge with the rachis. During this
progression in cellular arrangement, keratin is produced via
normal protein production within the cells [133] (ﬁgure 17). The
keratin aggregates, with keratin ﬁbrils elongating as the feather
grows. Later, the cells dehydrate, altering the relative
composition and arrangement of the cell, before ﬁnally
leaving behind the keratinous structure of the feather [133, 222].
The resulting microstructure of the feather is remarkably
similar to the structures that self-assemble during polymer
phase separation [46, 79, 222] (ﬁgure 18). The study of
polymer blend systems has shown that phase separation can
proceed in two different ways: spinodal decomposition
(which leads to winding or tortuous channels), or nucleation
and growth (which leads to spherical or inverse sphere
structures) [225, 226]. Transmission electron microscopy
studies of feathers from various species illustrate that the
spatial distribution of keratin closely matches the structures

Figure 18. Various stages of keratin structure formation. (A) Various
stages of structure development are present in medullary cells (scale
1 μm). (B) Granular material interspersed with ‘unformed’ keratin
(scale 600 nm). (C) Keratin structure undergoing formation (scale
300 nm). (D) Keratin begins to take ﬁnal form (scale 300 nm).
Republished with permission of The Royal Society, from [222];
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

3.3.2. Self-assembly. Example, keratin self-assembly in

avian feathers: self-assembly processes appear to occur in
the formation of biological photonic materials and they carry
signiﬁcant potential for technical understanding and synthetic
material design. Keratin development in bird feathers offers an
exemplary case study of the self-assembly of three-dimensional
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Figure 19. Proposed models of gyroid formation in butterﬂies. (A), The prefolded template model suggests that a double gyroid is formed
within the intracellular space, with one gyroid system composed of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (SER) membrane (blue) surrounding
the intra-SER space (yellow), and the other gyroid composed of the plasma membrane (black) surrounding the extracellular space (red).
Chitin grows and ﬁlls the extracellular space. The SER system and the plasma membrane templates die away, leaving the single gyroid of
chitin. (B) The prefolded template model illustrated on one of H. Ghiradella’s classic transmission electron micrographs (scale 1 μm).
(C) The co-folding inﬁltration model proposes that chitin and membrane cooperate to fold into the cell. (D) The size of gyroid crystal grains
are found to vary gradually in the scales of butterﬂies such as Thecla opisena. (E) The co-folding model suggests that the gyroids fold into the
cell, beginning ﬁrst at the tip of the scale and progressing back toward the socket. (A) and (B) Reproduced with permission from [72]. (C) to
(E) Reprinted/adapted from [75]. © The Authors, some rights reserved; exclusive licensee American Association for the Advancement of
Science. Distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial License 4.0 (CC BY-NC) http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc/4.0/. (Inset) [154] John Wiley & Sons. © 1989 Wiley-Liss, Inc.

from one of either of these two phase-separation processes
[79]. Additionally, another study of feathers at mid-development reveals no sign of template or mold features like those
observed in the butterﬂy, but rather show a progression of
aggregation and voids in the cellular space [222]. However,
the authors of that study point out that the structural growth is
not identical to ‘simple’ phase separation, but rather is likely
modiﬁed by spatially varying composition changes within the
cell. Moreover, some targeting must be involved in the initial
keratin production, since keratin growth begins at the
periphery of the cell [133, 222]. Thus, when considering
self-assembly in biology we must be careful to account for
other guiding processes that contribute to structure formation.
Tolerance control: tolerances in the formation of
particular features are worth considering when studying
biological growth of structurally colored materials, since the
materials’ interaction with light is closely determined by
optical path lengths and structural order. For feathers, timing
is key to halt spinodal decomposition, when the channels are
the exact right size [222]. Many feathers demonstrate shortrange order but less long-range order [79]; additionally,
feathers can achieve a smooth color gradient by having cells
create one of only two structural colors [222]. In beetles of the
genus Eupholus, different degrees of long-range order in
three-dimensional photonic structures leads to differences of

brightness and color in the beetle’s scales, resulting in a
characteristic stripe pattern [41].
Gyroids, a debate in self-assembly: self-assembly is also
believed to drive the structural formation of gyroid morphologies in butterﬂy wings. Lipid membranes have a variety of
stunning phases that are compatible as scaffolds for chitin
growth [144]; in the butterﬂy scales, the plasma membrane
and the smooth endoplasmic reticulum membrane are thought
to deﬁne a double-gyroid phase, allowing chitin to ﬁll the
space excluded by the plasma membrane [72] (ﬁgures 19(A),
(B)). Yet, an alternative model recently proposed that, instead
of any phase separation process, the chitin and the plasma
membrane co-fold [75] (ﬁgures 19(C)–(E)). Under this
model, the chitin and plasma membrane gradually selfassemble a gyroid and grow into the cell interior; this process
initiates at different sites: it appears to be ﬁrst occurring at the
scale tip and progressing backwards from there.
The differences between these models of butterﬂy gyroid
formation, as well as the unknown aspects of keratin structure
development, highlight important questions regarding growth
and self-assembly processes. For one, there is a tension
between approaches that consider self-assembly primarily as
interactions among individual molecules (or unit elements)
and descriptions that emphasize energy minimization across
the entire system. In either case, however, we still lack
18
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Figure 20. Iridophore creation in cephalopods. (A) Reﬂectin aggregates into ‘beads’ and forms ‘beads-on-a-string’, which ﬁll the platelet

space (scales: middle, 100 nm; right, 200 nm). (B) Platelets are transported (possibly by microtubules) to the edges of the cell. (C)
Acetylcholine adjusts the water concentration in iridophores, which changes the reﬂectin density and the structural dimensions (scale
250 nm). (D) Full iridophores in tissue, which are further manipulated by the organism. (A) Reprinted from [231], Copyright (2010), with
permission from Elsevier. (B) Reprinted from [229], Copyright (1967), with permission from Elsevier. (C) Reprinted by permission from
Springer Nature: Springer-Verlag, Cell and Tissue Research, [80], 1990. (D) Reproduced with permission from [94].

apparatus toward the periphery of the cell (ﬁgure 20(B)),
where they aggregated to form ‘interconnecting spaces’;
meanwhile, platelets—now known to be the protein reﬂectin
—were observed to appear at the surfaces of these spaces
[229]. However, very little is understood about the mechanisms that control the spatial location of these platelets within
cells and of the cells within tissues [231], as most idirocyte
development studies have focused on the reﬂectin rather than
the formation of the lamellar region. As the reﬂectin collects
in the lamellar regions created by folds of the cell membrane,
it self-assembles into spheroids with roughly 15 nm radii.
These spheroids further organize themselves as ‘beads-on-astring’, ﬁll the lamellar space, and form the platelet [230]
(ﬁgure 20(A)). Such hierarchical self-assembly may be
important to the ability of the protein to condense during
active iridophore color tuning [85, 94, 232] (ﬁgure 20(C)).
This condensation phenomenon is a local structural change
that happens upon phosphorylation of reﬂectin, which is
triggered by the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. For the
cephalopod to achieve useful color, it must control changes
at the protein length-scale consistently across the length scale
of the cell, and further integrate cellular control across the
entire tissue [233].
The dynamic behavior of materials with tunable color
can potentially give us valuable insight about their development. Dynamic variations of structural color can be
achieved through changes of the material’s geometrical
structure, molecular composition, and placement relative to
other system components (ﬁgure 21). However, the tuning of
the material’s optical characteristics imposes new

knowledge on the conditions, phenomena, and components
that are necessary for self-assembly. Many questions remain:
During molecular interactions, what controls consistency
across the entire structure? During system-wide changes, how
does growth and expansion of the structure impact the
conditions for self-assembly? What conditions allow for selfassembly? What components are needed in self-assemblybased structure formation? These questions and many others
must still be answered in order to understand the physical
principles and speciﬁc contexts of self-assembly in developing organisms.
3.3.3. Process requirements for dynamic coloration. Example,

iridophore formation in cephalopods: cephalopods are widely
celebrated for their tunable coloration [81, 82]. While other
creatures also exhibit the ability to change their color
[86, 227, 228], the cephalopods exhibit superb control of ‘what
goes where’ over various length and time scales. Although
cephalopods can actively change their chromatophores and
iridophores, here, we will focus primarily on iridophore
development (ﬁgure 20). Similar to lepidopteran scales, the
iridophore formation process appears to begin with a basic
template, which is ﬁlled in by the proteinaceous material that
provides the optical functionality. In addition, iridophores are
‘wired up’ to a neural control network that allows the organism to
tune the color. Iridophore development is heavily dependent on
two distinct components: lamellar, membrane-bound regions and
protein-based platelets ﬁlling this region.
Fifty years ago, Arnold suggested that microtubules
participated in the transport of vesicles away from the Golgi
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Processes enabling geometrical changes: in materials
where the dynamic color relies on changes in geometry, the
organism requires developmental processes that can produce
sufﬁciently compliant materials to accommodate this change
(ﬁgure 21(A)). In the cephalopod, the condensation of
reﬂectin expels water from the interior of the lamellae,
reducing the interior volume and changing the periodic
thickness of the multilayer [80, 94, 229, 230]. The structural
attributes of the protein and the plasma membrane together
allow for this effect. Consequently, processes that tend to
produce very stiff materials, including deposition processes
such as mineralization in mollusks or secretion of cuticle in
arthropods, are generally less compatible with this mechanism
of color tuning. Conversely, proteins and materials that allow
a high degree of water content may be more amenable to
reversible dimensional changes. However, structurally
colored materials must have at least two optically distinct
materials or material phases. If one phase is deformable and
can support a second, stiffer phase, color changes can still be
produced by geometrical changes. In such cases, various
processes must cooperate to produce each phase. For
example, the panther chameleon Furcifer pardalis forms a
periodic arrangement of guanine nanocrystals within an upper
skin layer, which exhibits a color change when stretched [86].
This requires integration of guanine crystal formation and
production of the pliable dermis, in addition to other
processes that place the crystals. In both the chameleon and
the cephalopod, the modular nature of the individual
iridophore and of the guanine crystals enables some degree
of separation of these processes. Thus, when tunable color is
driven by dimensional or periodicity changes, the tunable
structure requires processes that can produce at least one
ﬂexible material phase; if more phases are utilized, then
additional processes are needed to produce, place, and
orchestrate the combined execution of these processes.
Processes enabling material changes: when color
dynamics are driven by changes in material composition or
by replacing one material with another, we ﬁnd that the
composition change is generally occurring within a conﬁning
structure; additionally, the material exchange must be regulated
in some way (ﬁgure 21(B)). For example, during the reﬂectin
condensation in the cephalopod iridophore, water is removed,
which alters the effective refractive index of the protein. During
this activity, the lamellae serve to maintain the structure’s
geometry and deﬁne a boundary for the various materials
involved (reﬂectin, acetylcholine, water) [94]. Thus, in addition
to accumulating and organizing reﬂectin, developmental
processes must simultaneously form and incorporate the
bounding lamellae structure. This hints at the need for
additional processes to produce supporting structures with
reliable geometry that can accommodate the material exchange
necessary for optical tuning. Modular compartmentalization of
the cell into conﬁned volumes appears to prove beneﬁcial for
these processes: the membrane offers a point of aggregation for
reﬂectin, while establishing the conﬁning structure for water
exchange. Various beetles employ a variation on this principle
[241]. For example, in the beetle Hoplea coerulea, water
displaces the air within the cuticle. While the cuticle admits

Figure 21. Process requirements for producing tunable structurally
colored materials. (A) Processes that produce compliant material is
necessary for geometrical structure tuning, as we see in the panther
chameleon Furcifer pardalis (scale 200 nm). (B) Processes that that
create permeable, yet conﬁned, spaces enable color tuning by altering
molecular composition of the structure in beetles such as the Hoplea
coerulea and other (scale: top right 2 μm; bottom row 100 μm). (C)
Modular processes within tissues (suggested to occur in the Floronia
bucculenta spider) and modular processes within cells (for example,
the neon tetra ﬁsh Paracheirodon innesi) are important for control of
the positioning of structurally colored materials (scale for SEM image
1 μm). (A) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature,
Nature Communications, [86], 2015. (B) Reprinted by permission
from Springer Nature: Nature, Scientiﬁc Reports, [236], 2016. ((C)
left) This ‘Floronia bucculenta, female. Location: The Netherlands Huijbergen - Staartsche Duinen west’ image has been obtained by the
author(s) from the Wikimedia website where it was made available by
name of uploader Lymantria under a CC BY-SA 3.0 licence. It is
included within this article on that basis. It is attributed to Frank van
de Putte. ((C) middle left) Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature: Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, Spider Ecophysiology,
[237], 2013. ((C) right) [227] John Wiley & Sons. © 2015 WILEYVCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

requirements on the processes at the origin of its formation;
the processes that impart the material’s molecular composition, structural geometry, and relative placement must now
be compatible with its required dynamic and reversible
optical behavior. Furthermore, processes related to the
formation of additional components, such as dedicated
chromatophore muscles [234] and the neural network in
cephalopod skin [235], which effectuate and control the
color tuning, require integration with the processes that form
the optical structures. Just as the development of structural
color in animals is not fully understood, many aspects of the
development of the infrastructures that enables dynamic
structural coloration remain a mystery. However, we can
attempt to use the behavior of the tunable material after its
formation to infer some of the requirements on the processes
that produce it.
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Figure 22. Common microfabrication approaches: Bulk micromachining, surface micromachining, and LIGA. The top sketches depict the
processes schematically. Scanning electron micrographs at the bottom show examples of optical structures formed with these processes: (A) a
bulk micromachined mirror array formed in titanium (scale 100 μm, inset 10 μm). (B) A surface micromachined Fabry-Pérot-based
accelerometer (scale 100 μm). (C) Spring ﬂexures holding a high aspect ratio optical grating fabricated with LIGA (scale 50 μm). (A)
Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Nature Communications [238], 2004. (B) & [2012] IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from [239]. (C) Reproduced with permission from [240].

water, it is impermeable to ethanol [236]. This selective
behavior is suggested to occur due to the cuticle’s porous
structure and the presence of salts distributed within the cuticle.
The optical tunability of beetle cuticle depends on development
processes that allow for suitable modiﬁcation of the cuticle:
ﬁrstly, to enable porosity that permits access to conﬁned spaces
within the cuticle, and secondly, to introduce salt additives as
necessary. Therefore, tunability that is achieved through
changes in molecular composition requires specialized processes that create structures where selective material exchange
can controllably take place.
Processes enabling reconﬁguration of the photonic
material’s location: tunable optical behavior that is driven
by dynamic variations in relative placement of the optical
structure’s individual components (cells, tissue sections,
intracellular elements, and so forth) depends on these
components to be modular and/or to some degree independent (ﬁgure 21(C)). In the cephalopod, as well as some ﬁsh
[242, 243] and lizards [244], the conﬁguration of a
chromatophore relative to an iridophore blocks or alters the
structural color behavior of the iridophore. In the cephalopod,
this is achieved by the unique developmental regimens of two
separate layers: one with muscle-controlled chromatophores
and another with acetylcholine-controlled iridophores [81].
We can infer, therefore, that these two systems have some
separation during development and also unique processes that
lead to their production. Cellular modularity allows for
processes that lead to different structural outcomes within

microscale proximity. In cephalopods, this process strategy
allows interference, scattering, and absorption phenomena in
the interplay of chromatophores, iridophores, and leucophores. Sometimes, a material’s functional components are
developed in even closer proximity: in the Floronia
bucculenta spider, a guanocyte layer is grown immediately
under a layer of muscle; yet, the developmental processes for
guanocytes and myocytes are clearly separate. Thus higher,
tissue-level regulation coordinates their respective placement
during development.
In other cases, organisms achieve color changes by
repositioning scatterers and pigmented components within
single cells, with the material’s functional components
developed within intracellular proximity: for example, the
iridophores of the neon tetra ﬁsh Paracheirodon innesi
develop a guanine multilayer within the cell [227]. The ﬁsh
can rotate the angle of this intra-cellular multilayer to achieve
a color change. This suggests that the structure, the actuator of
the multilayer, and some part of the system controlling the
actuator must all be developed intracellularly. Another
example includes the grasshopper Kosciuscola tristis which
produces pigmented and scattering elements dispersed within
epidermal cells [241]. These cells alter the distribution of the
scattering and pigmented elements to achieve a pronounced
color change. In these cases, the modular dynamics at the
cellular level is indicative of modular processes at the cellular
level during development.
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Considerations for controlling color changes: the
discussion of processes that produce dynamic biological
materials would be incomplete without some mention of the
development of the infrastructure that controls the dynamic
behavior. Since passive tunable systems (like the porous,
water-permeable cuticle of Hoplea coerulea) are tightly
integrated with the structurally colored material, the development of the associated regulation mechanisms likely occur
simultaneously with the production of the structurally colored
material. However, neural control in cephalopod skin requires
integration of the nervous system, the dynamic optical
elements, and any intermediating component (such as
muscles) at some point during development. As previously
indicated, there is evidence that neural control of structural
color can develop as a somewhat independent ‘module’: in
the cephalopod, for example, iridophores are controlled via a
neural circuit that is separate from the circuit that controls
chromatophores [235]. For either network however, the
organism’s development must lead the neural connection to
interface with the material. Interestingly, reﬂectin has been
shown to be a highly favorable medium for human neural
stem cell/progenitor growth, causing the authors of one study
to wonder if reﬂectin itself helps establish neuron-iridophore
contact [245]; however, currently there is no scientiﬁc
evidence if and how reﬂectin impacts cephalopod neuron
development. Much more work is needed in this realm to
understand these types of questions at the intriguing junction
between developmental biology, materials science, and
neuroscience.
Cellular methods of control are perhaps understood even
less and provide an alternative twist on the development of
control. In examples such as the neon tetra and the
grasshopper K. tristis, it is not entirely clear whether
variations in the cell, the tissue, or the nervous system are
triggering the coloration change. Yet, it is interesting to note
that these color changes are not rapid (15 min in the neon tetra
and 30 min in the grasshopper), which causes us to speculate
whether the systems that actuate the intracellular reconﬁguration (e.g. microtubule networks [241]) are produced on
demand by the cell. If so, the organism is less encumbered by
the production of actuation mechanisms during development,
but perhaps at the cost of slower dynamics. Overall, dynamic
control of structural color, as well as the development and
fabrication of dynamic systems, is ripe for further research.

and sensing technology in very compact packages. In parallel,
progress in microﬂuidic systems for biomedical applications
has driven a larger demand for structure control across all
length scales in a broader selection of materials, including soft
solids and ﬂuids [249, 250]. Microﬂuidic technology penetrates a wide range of application ﬁelds from lab-on-chip
technology for drug discovery and medical diagnosis, to
ﬂuidic optical devices [251, 252]. Finally, the recent scientiﬁc, industrial, and public interest in additive manufacture
has opened up opportunities for changing established paradigms in manufacturing [253]. In the following, we will
provide a selective overview of representative synthetic
manufacturing approaches, which are of relevance in the
context of realizing advanced optical materials with structural
color.
3.4.1. Conventional micro- and nanofabrication techniques.

Although the processes used in semiconductor manufacturing
and MEMS technology were initially not readily applicable to
soft materials processing, they have evolved greatly to include a
large variety of materials and are worth considering here [254].
Semiconductor processing approaches are among the most
advanced capabilities of humankind for patterning materials at
small scales. Beyond standard semiconductor and MEMS
fabrication, these processes are currently applied to realize a
wide variety of devices, such as optical MEMS, lab-on-a-chip
systems, micro total analysis systems (μTAS), solar cells, and
ﬂat-panel displays. These newer technologies beneﬁt
speciﬁcally from translating microfabrication techniques into
the domain of polymer processing [255]. Micro- and
nanofabrication techniques, which are also used to realize the
MEMS displays discussed in section 2.3.2, can therefore serve
as a case study for the wide variety of mature human
manufacturing processes used to create micro- to nanoscale
systems. Different criteria can be used to classify standard
microfabrication approaches. In the context of this review, we
will distinguish between bulk micromachining [256], which
relies on spatially controlled removal of material from a
substrate (subtractive processes), surface micromachining
[257, 258], which involves the sequential deposition and
patterning of desired materials (additive and subtractive
processes), and molding [259], where materials are cast into
shape (net-shape processes) (ﬁgure 22).
Bulk and surface micromachining strongly rely on
lithography processes, which enable the transfer of twodimensional patterns onto the processed substrate (often a
silicon or glass wafer). Photolithography, where spatially
heterogeneous light distributions are used to transfer a pattern
onto a photo-curable polymer, is most widely applied in
industrial and academic microfabrication for the formation of
planar micro- and nanoscale patterns.
Etching, a crucial component of bulk micromachining
and surface micromachining, allows for selective material
removal in desired locations. Spatial selectivity can be
achieved through photolithographic deposition of protective
masks. Furthermore, the resulting structure is strongly
dependent on the speciﬁc etchant chemistry and its interaction

3.4. Synthetic structure formation processes

Over the last century, a wide range of synthetic processes
have been conceived to realize devices whose functions rely
on increasingly precise control of material morphology and
composition at ever smaller length scales [246]. The advances
in structure formation processes seen at the end of the last
century came as a response to the high demand for smaller
and more capable integrated circuits, and the need for
sophisticated micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
technology [247, 248]. This development has been fueled
further by the rise of personal electronic devices that harbor
more sophisticated communication, computation, imaging,
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desired thickness and thickness variation, the substrate, and
the photoresist pattern.
Finally, the process of micromolding has found applications in microscale device design and MEMS technology
since the early 80s. In particular, a process called LIGA
(Lithographie, Galvanoformung, Abformung) is used to
produce metal- or polymer-based MEMS devices with a high
aspect ratio [259]. For LIGA a mold is ﬁrst etched into a
photolithographically patterned photoresist and then backﬁlled by electroplating metals or conductive polymers, before
ﬁnally removing the photoresist template.
More detailed discussion of the micro- and nanofabrication processes that were only brieﬂy described in the
preceding paragraphs, as well as many other techniques not
mentioned here, can be found in dedicated textbooks
[260, 261].

3.4.2. Soft lithography and transfer printing. In recent decades,

scientists and companies have increasingly focused on different
strategies for adapting classical semiconductor microfabrication
approaches to patterning soft materials [262].
Soft lithography, a technique conceived in the early 90s
[263], employs soft stamps that are formed by casting and
curing an elastomer (such as polydimethylsiloxane) onto
patterned surfaces that were etched in silicon or formed in
photoresist. This cast can then be used as a stamp or mold,
greatly expanding the set of materials that can be used for
pattern creation [264] (ﬁgure 23). Taking this concept even
further, transfer printing employs elastomer stamps to
manipulate a variety of ‘inks’ at the nanoscale [265], as
shown in ﬁgure 24. These robust, low-cost, large-scale
adaptable patterning techniques have greatly increased our
ability to impose structure on biocompatible, soft materials in
non-planar geometries at length-scales ranging from 50 nm
to several 100s of micrometers. This enables advanced device
design in biotechnology, medical diagnostics, lab-on-chip
systems, and plastic electronics [266].
Methods for structure formation that rely on semiconductor microfabrication, soft lithography, or transfer printing
are among the most essential process strategies that humans
have reﬁned for industrially viable high-end manufacturing
and low-cost pattern creation on the nano- and microscale.
We have become extremely good at the generation of patterns
on planar surfaces using sequential processes. This allows us
to manufacture a wide variety of two-dimensional structures
easily with a resolution down to a few nanometers. By
systematic combination of these sequential processing
strategies, even structures with complexity in three dimensions can be built in a sequential layer-by-layer fashion,
including the complex architectures of current state-of-the-art
microprocessors, dynamic MEMS devices, or even faithful
replicas of butterﬂy wing structures [267] (ﬁgure 25).
However, there are also profound limitations associated with
these approaches related to their sequential nature and the
trade-offs that have to be made between resolution, structural
sophistication, large area processing at high throughput, and

Figure 23. Soft lithography. Schematic illustrations of the four key
steps involved in soft lithography and of a selection of major soft
lithographic patterning approaches. Reprinted by permission from
Springer Nature: Nature, Nature Communications [264], 2010.

with the materials. Careful etch process design allows for the
creation of deep channels with vertical sidewalls in regions
not covered by the protective mask, or alternatively can be
used to create pronounced under-cuts. There are two common
types of etching, wet and dry. Wet etching involves
immersion of the substrate in a liquid etchant. Here, the
etching dynamics between substrate and etchant (such as
anisotropic etch rates) along different substrate crystallographic orientations deﬁne the resulting structure. Dry
etching involves the use of reactive, activated gases. Gas
activation can be achieved through heat or plasma, and
directional delivery of the gas can allow for highly directional
etching.
The complementary process to pattern creation via
etching is the spatially selective deposition of material in
thin ﬁlms in areas that are not covered by the photoresist
mask, a key concept in surface micromachining. There are a
variety of techniques to deposit materials onto patterned or
non-patterned substrates, such as sputtering, chemical vapor
deposition, atomic layer deposition, layer-by-layer deposition,
molecular beam epitaxy, and polymer ﬁlm deposition via spin
coating, to name just a few. The speciﬁc choice of deposition
technique is strongly dependent on the required precursors,
the intended characteristics of the deposited material, its
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Figure 24. Transfer printing. (A) The ﬁrst of three common methods for transfer printing, additive transfer involves placing ink on the stamp

which is then transferred to the substrate. (B) Subtractive transfer is the opposite process, whereby the ink is placed on the substrate and
selectively removed by the stamp. (C) Deterministic assembly uses a stamp to selectively transfer preexisting structures from one substrate to
another. [265] John Wiley & Sons. Copyright © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

led to many inspiring insights into possible strategies for
controlling material structures at the nano- and microscale. In
general, the building blocks in colloidal assembly are nano- or
microscale particles of a well-controlled shape and size. In
their simplest form the colloids are spherical and have no
speciﬁc chemical functionality. Fabrication approaches relying on colloidal self-assembly have tremendous potential for
the design of complex hierarchical structures on surfaces and
in three-dimensional volumes using simple building blocks,
which is discussed comprehensively in recent reviews
[271–273]. In the context of this review, we will focus on a
selection of exemplary processes and strategies that have
employed colloidal assembly for the design of optical
materials.
A wide variety of approaches have been proposed to
assemble colloidal particles by taking advantage of their
chemical and physical interactions (ﬁgure 26(A)). Direct
deposition methods, such as gravitational sedimentation,
evaporation-induced assembly techniques, and electrostatic
deposition, allow for the formation of colloidal monolayers
and three-dimensional colloidal structures directly on the
substrate, while liquid interface-mediated approaches allow
for the formation of colloidal monolayers and multilayers that
then are transferred to the substrate [272, 274].

restrictions in the generation of complex interwoven hierarchical, three-dimensional material architectures.
3.4.3. Colloidal self-assembly and directed-assembly
approaches. While conventional micro- and nanofabrication

processes, soft lithography, and transfer printing have been
highly successful, they have inherent limitations with respect to
creating arbitrary three-dimensional geometries. A family of
processes with the potential to address these limitations relies
on directed self-assembly processes, which involve preexisting, rationally designed building blocks that assemble to
form the desired material, or at least parts thereof [270]. There
have been impressive advances in these techniques over the
past two decades, resulting in the creation of self-assembled
functional materials that possess a wide variety of optical,
chemical, mechanical, and dynamic properties. When
describing a speciﬁc self-assembly process there are a
number of deﬁning characteristics, such as the size,
geometry, and material composition of the building blocks,
the environment in which those building blocks are placed, the
physical phenomena causing them to self-assemble, and the
type of initial and boundary conditions applied to the system.
Colloidal self-assembly perhaps represents the most
heavily studied synthetic self-assembly process, which has
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Figure 25. Microfabricated replicas of the Morpho butterﬂy’s wing structures. (A) Photo of a Morpho butterﬂy. (B) Scanning electron
micrograph of the nanostructures on the butterﬂy’s wing scales. Features of the scale morphology, such as ridges, microribs, and lamellae, are
marked (scale 500 nm). (C) Small-area replica of the butterﬂy’s structure formed from diamond-like carbon by using a focused ion beam—
chemical vapor deposition technique (scale 1 μm). (D) A more recent synthetic analog of the butterﬂy structure formed in photoresist
materials (poly(methyl methacrylate) and a copolymer of methyl methacrylate methacrylic acid) through a combination of electron beam
lithography and selective removal of the copolymer using a binary solvent (scale 1 μm). (E) Photograph of the patterned areas, which
measure 4 mm2. (F) A replica of the Morpho structure formed from metal oxides (titania and alumina) using a combination of atomic layer
deposition (ALD), photolithography, plasma-enabled anisotropic reactive ion etching and wet etching (scale: SEM images 200 nm; sample
photograph 5 mm). The structures in (D)–(F) are used for vapor sensing. (A) and (C) Reproduced from [267]. Copyright (c) 2005 The Japan
Society of Applied Physics. All rights reserved. (B), (D) and (E) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Nature
Communications [268], 2015. (F) Reproduced from [269]. © IOP Publishing Ltd. All rights reserved.

microspheres are transformed into hollow spheres, providing
different physical characteristics for the bulk crystal [287].
More exotic shapes, such as nanoscale octapods, can also be
self-assembled into complex architectures [288]. The particles’ assembly behavior can be manipulated by tailoring their
internal composition and morphology. This is demonstrated
in temperature-responsive microgel particles that change their
size in response to thermal stimuli and can thereby assume

The capacities of colloidal self-assembly to create unique
three-dimensional, hierarchical architectures can be greatly
expanded by using carefully designed anisotropic and
chemically
modiﬁed
building
blocks
[282–284]
(ﬁgure 26(B)). For instance, manipulation of the particle
shapes to create discs, spheres with cavities, or cuboids can
direct the self-assembly process towards creating unique
structures [285, 286] (ﬁgure 27). In another example,
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Figure 26. Colloidal self-assembly processes. (A) Selection of processes used to form colloidal monolayers and multilayers. (B) Tailoring
properties of the building blocks to modify their self-assembly behavior and the functionality of the ﬁnal structures. (C) A selection of strategies
to direct assembly of colloids for forming hierarchical architectures. (A) and (B) Reprinted with permission from [275]. Copyright (2015)
American Chemical Society. ((C) bottom left) [280] John Wiley & Sons. © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. ((C)
bottom right) Reproduced with permission from [281]. ((C) middle left) [278] John Wiley & Sons. © 2015 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim. ((C) middle right) [279] John Wiley & Sons. © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. ((C) top left)
Reproduced with permission from [276]. ((C) top right) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Nature [277], 2011.

different colloidal arrangements [289]. Alternatively, core–
shell particle designs with a hard core and a soft elastomeric
shell enable the creation of soft, stretchable opals whose
photonic properties vary with strain [290, 291]. Another good

example of advanced building block design are spherical
Janus particles with hemispheres possessing different optical
and magnetic properties that can be oriented by applying an
external magnetic ﬁeld [292], as shown in ﬁgure 28.
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Figure 27. Designing colloidal particles. (A) Two example processes for creating shaped colloids. An oil of 3-methacryloxypropyl
trimethoxysilane (TPM) oligomers, shown here in blue, undergoes induced nucleation on the surface of solid polystyrene (PS) spheres,
shown here in red. Adding small amounts of toluene liqueﬁes the PS spheres, allowing both the PS and TPM to deform due to surface tension
until they reach an equilibrium geometry. At this point, either or both of the liquid PS and TPM can be polymerized to create solid colloidal
particles, or instead completely dissolved by toluene and ethanol respectively. Shown here are solid PS discs and spheres with multiple
cavities, with the TPM removed. (B) SEM images showing additional colloidal particles (scale 2 μm). In this case both the PS, shown here in
red, and the TPM, shown here in green, are present, demonstrating more complex geometries. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature:
Nature, Nature Communications [283], 2013.

An intriguing strategy relies on designing the particles’
surface chemistry to feature distinct attractive patches, which
modify particle attraction and repulsion depending on their
relative orientation. Such particles have for instance been
used to form non-close-packed Kagome lattices [277]
(ﬁgure 26(C)). Simulations show that entropy associated
with the patchy colloid’s unique rotational and vibrational
modes plays a fundamental role in stabilizing open lattices
[294]. Using microspheres with a polydisperse size distribution for colloidal assembly can lead to a signiﬁcant increase in
the structural complexity of the resulting crystal [295]. It has
also been proposed that highly speciﬁc interactions between
colloidal particles can be designed by attaching strands of
DNA to colloidal particles [296] (ﬁgure 29).
A common approach to capitalize on colloidal assembly
for the design of functional materials consists of using the
colloidal structures after assembly as a template for the
desired materials to inﬁltrate into the interstitial spaces.
Subsequent removal of the colloids leaves behind an inverse
opal structure of the desired material with interconnected
voids that under appropriate conditions can be inﬁltrated with
a wide range of ﬂuids to enable various optical sensing
applications [297–299]. The inverse opal-based biosensor
presented as an example in section 2.3.1 relies on this twostep structure formation and inﬁltration approach before

Figure 28. Magnetoresponsive Janus particles. (A) Diagram of the

Janus particles showing how their reﬂected color changes with
orientation, which in turn changes with an applied external magnetic
ﬁeld. Below are corresponding optical microscope images of the
particles (scale 200 μm). (B) Photographs of a larger number of
particles, showing that the color change is dependent on particle
orientations (scale 1 cm). [292] John Wiley & Sons. © 2017
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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Compared to backﬁlling methods, the crack density in formed
ﬁlms is greatly reduced and the uniformity of the interstitial
material is signiﬁcantly increased, which are key requirements for scaling up the manufacturing process. (3) The
presence of the matrix phase precursor material can affect the
assembly kinetics to allow for the formation of large-area,
single crystal orientation colloidal crystal architectures in a
scalable process. (4) Co-assembly also enables the sequential
deposition of layers with a hierarchy of different colloid sizes
on curved surfaces prior to colloid removal.
The assembly of colloids can be directed by topographically modifying the substrate on which the assembly occurs to
control the structural outcome. Topographical patterns with
structural features smaller than the colloid particles’ size and
with comparable period have been shown to inﬂuence the
orientation of the colloidal crystal, analogous to epitaxial
growth of atomic crystals and minerals [302, 303]. Correct
choice of the nano-scale substrate patterns onto which the
colloids are assembled allows the formation of large-scale
crystals with minimal defect density [304]. Microscale surface
patterns with periods exceeding the colloid size can be used to
impose speciﬁc structural arrangements, orientations, domain
sizes, extent of disorder, and defect locations on the forming
crystal [280] (ﬁgure 26(C)). Similar colloidal particle
localization effects can also be achieved by patterning a ﬂat
substrate with regions of different wettability [305]. Another
approach combines colloidal self-assembly with soft lithography; by creating a mold of the surface of a colloidal
crystal, stretching it, and using that as a template for a
subsequent colloidal self-assembly step, it is possible to
obtain a variety of novel crystal structures [306] (ﬁgure 30).
Structural conﬁnement in three dimensions can be
imposed by assembling colloids within micro- and macroscale droplets to control the resulting structures. This
approach has been used to generate ordered and disordered
spherical colloidal superstructures formed within microﬂuidic
devices [281, 307] (ﬁgure 26(C)), colloidal domes by inkjet
printing [308], and donut-shaped pellets by drop-casting
[309]. It is worth pointing out that in these examples the
appropriate design of the assembling colloids and the control
of the reaction kinetics allows creation of colloidal architectures with varying degree of order. Similar concepts also
work for materials that can be considered ‘colloidal’ on a
smaller length-scale; for instance, cellulose nanocrystals
assemble into regular cholesteric structures within microscale
droplet conﬁnements [310].
Physical interactions between the assembling colloids
and the medium can be used to direct the assembly, for
instance by placing simple colloidal particles with no inherent
functionality in a ferroﬂuid and applying a magnetic ﬁeld
(ﬁgure 31). In this case, the magnetic ﬁeld directs the ﬂuid,
which in turn conﬁnes the location of the particles [311].
Alternatively, magnetic ﬁelds can be used to align and
order colloids formed from superparamagnetic nanocrystal
clusters that are suspended in a photocurable resin-rich
solvent. Applying a magnetic ﬁeld induces formation of
chains of the paramagnetic colloids. The strength of the
magnetic ﬁeld determines the distance between individual

Figure 29. Crystallization of DNA-coated colloids. (A) Illustration

showing the structure of the DNA-coated colloidal particles. At the
top is the general structure, consisting of a colloidal particle attached
to 61 thymine (T) bases, separated by either a red Cy5 or green Cy3
ﬂuorescent dye molecule, and a four base sticky end. Each particle has
roughly one DNA strand per 27 nm2 of surface area. Below are two
speciﬁc structures: ‘A’ particles have green dye and a guaninecytosine-adenine-guanine (GCAG) sticky end, while ‘B’ particles
have red dye and a complementary cytosine-guanine-thyminecytosine (CGTC) sticky end. (B) Combining 1 μm sized A particles
with 1 μm sized B particles results in a lattice isostructural to caesium
chloride (scale 5 μm). On the right are confocal ﬂuorescence images
showing the resultant colloidal crystals. 110, 100, 111, and 211 lattice
planes are shown from left to right. (C) Combining 1 μm sized A
particles with 0.54 μm sized B particles results in a lattice isostructural
to aluminum boride (scale 5 μm). 100, 001, 111, and 101 lattice
planes are shown from left to right. Reprinted by permission from
Springer Nature: Nature, Nature Communications [293], 2015.

colloid removal to form a regular porous architecture in silk
ﬁbroin, which can be modiﬁed bio-chemically to achieve
speciﬁc sensing functionality [117, 300].
Self-assembly processes strongly depend on the environment in which building blocks assemble to form a speciﬁc
structure. Controlling chemical and physical parameters such
as the composition of the ﬂuid medium, temperature,
humidity, solvent concentration, and the incorporation of
additives can greatly inﬂuence the assembly dynamics,
ultimately affecting the composition, structure, long-range
order, and area coverage of the formed colloidal structures
[301] (ﬁgure 26(C)). In this context, co-assembly is an elegant
strategy to form functional colloidal architectures. This
approach relies on using suitable chemical precursors in the
aqueous colloidal suspension to achieve simultaneous
assembly of colloids with a desired material phase in the
interstitial spaces in a one-step procedure [276]. This
alleviates the need for subsequent back-inﬁltration. Subsequent removal of the colloids allows for the creation of
inverse opal structures, which feature a connected network of
mono-disperse, orderly arranged voids. Colloidal co-assembly has several advantages compared to common colloidal
assembly and inﬁltration procedures: (1) it combines
assembly of colloids and matrix phase in a single step. (2)
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Figure 30. Combining soft lithography with colloidal self-assembly. (A) Illustration showing the creation of a PDMS mold based upon a

colloidal crystal, followed by stretching (i)–(iv). The stretched mold is then used to create a cast, by UV polymerization of an applied acrylate
solution (v). This cast is used as the bottom layer for subsequent binary colloidal crystal growth (vi)–(viii). (B) An SEM image showing an
example binary colloidal crystal fabricated by the above method. In this case the mold was not stretched, resulting in a standard structure. The
inset image shows the underlying cast, while the illustration below shows the crystal lattice. (C) In this case, the mold was stretched by 150%
along the B axis. (D) In this case, the mold was stretched by 200% along the B axis. (Scale for all: 1 μm.) Reprinted with permission from
[306]. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.

colloids, which in turn determines the wavelength of the light
they diffract. The structures formed under an applied ﬁeld can
then be ﬁxed in place within a small region of the material, by
applying spatially patterned ultraviolet radiation [312]
(ﬁgure 32). This approach is used to create structural color
bar codes in individual microparticles for applications in
multiplexed bioassays [313]. Another elegant study showed
that colloids could be directed in their assembly using an
optically induced electrical ﬁeld [314].
Post-processing of an already assembled colloidal crystal is
another strategy to create hierarchical material architectures.
Anisotropic morphologies of inverse opal structures can be
achieved through controlled thermal treatment following inverse
opal formation by co-assembly [315]. Additionally, two photon
polymerization can be used for post-processing colloidal crystals
to create cavities and waveguides [316]. Photolithography can
be used to create superstructures within a colloidal crystal [278]
(ﬁgure 26(C)), and reactive ion etching of hollow sphere
colloidal crystals can produce complex 3D shapes [317]. The
silk inverse opal example presented in section 2.3.1 demonstrates an alternative approach to the multi-scale patterning of
photonic materials after assembly [109]. The silk inverse opal

Figure 31. Magnetic assembly of photonic crystal structures. A
series of optical microscope images, showing the formation of
photonic structures as an increasing magnetic ﬁeld from (A) to (D) is
applied to a ferroﬂuid containing dispersed 185 nm polystyrene
beads (scale 20 μm). Insets are enlarged versions of their corresponding images (scale 5 μm). Reprinted with permission from [311].
Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.
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Figure 32. Magnetically tunable structural color printing. (A) Diagram showing the printing process. Firstly, a magnetic ﬁeld is applied to the

material, aligning the colloidal nanocrystals (CNCs) in order to generate structural color. Secondly, spatially selective UV exposure ﬁxes the
resin in a speciﬁc region of the material, locking the CNCs in place. Next, adjusting the strength of the magnetic ﬁeld changes the color in the
remainder of the material, allowing subsequent ﬁxation steps to preserve different colors. Finally, the remainder of the material can be
washed out. (B) Optical microscope images showing the printing process in action, including elapsed time at multiple steps. Reprinted by
permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Nature Photonics [312], 2009.

can undergo conformational changes in response to a variety of
stimuli, including exposure to water vapor and UV light. The
study effectively combines pattern control on the molecular scale
achieved through controlling conformational changes in the silk,
on the nanoscale via colloidal assembly, and micro- and
macroscale through spatially selective exposure to light or water
vapor. The resulting photonic materials have a controllable color
palette spanning almost the entire visible spectral range. This
approach beautifully demonstrates how carefully chosen
combinations of stimuli-responsive, reconﬁgurable material
constituents, multi-scale assembly strategies, and conventional
patterning techniques can lead to the exquisite control of
hierarchical material architectures needed to tailor the material’s
functionality. Formed colloidal structures can also be transferred
post-assembly to desired surfaces and materials using a variety
of techniques. For instance, transfer printing onto voile fabrics
can attach patches of colloidal crystals onto a deformable fabric
substrate [318].

material, DNA, has received immense interest in the scientiﬁc
community over the last decade for its potential to enable the
controlled formation of complex hierarchical nano- and
microscale material architectures [325]. Finally, other
biopolymers, such as cellulose, might have intrinsically
favorable molecular interactions that enable the formation of
structures with desirable optical properties [326].
The structures that form during the self-assembly of
block co-polymers are highly dependent on the morphological characteristics of, and the interactions between, the
molecular building blocks. Common parameters that chemists
and material scientists have been able to control well are the
number of chemically distinct blocks and their respective
lengths, the block arrangement in linear or more complicated
sequences, and the chemical interactions between blocks.
This leads to an incredibly rich design space, which in
principle allows for an enormous range of molecular
architectures with minimal surface area between the distinct
co-polymer building blocks, including layered morphologies
[327], perforated lamella, cylindrical structures, bicontinuous
gyroid networks [331], and spherical phases of the minority
block(s) in the majority block phase [332] (ﬁgure 33(A)).
A versatile set of techniques has been developed over the
last three decades providing control over speciﬁc aspects of
block copolymer self-assembly and the resulting material
structures [333].
Block copolymers are extensively used for lithographic
pattern generation. The pattern period is determined by the
polymers’ characteristics (such as block length and interaction
parameter). Block copolymers enable unique lithographic
patterning, and often the polymer pattern provides a template

3.4.4. Molecular self-assembly: block co-polymers, DNAconstructs and other biopolymers for structure formation. In

parallel with the development of colloidal assembly processes
for advanced material design, efforts centered on the selfassembly of molecular-scale building blocks have received
signiﬁcant scientiﬁc interest in recent decades, with potential to
create novel photonic materials and devices [319–322]. Block
copolymers are particularly versatile for the controlled design of
a wide variety of nano-scale material structures [323, 324]
(ﬁgure 33). An example of the use of block copolymers to form
structurally colored ﬁlaments used in 3D printing was discussed
in section 2.3.3. Another rather complex organic polymeric
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Figure 33. Self-assembly of block copolymers and biopolymers. (A) Phase separation morphologies in di-block copolymers. fA—ratio of
length of block A (black) to overall polymer chain length. (B) Lamellar architecture formed from a polystyrene-b-quaternized poly(2-vinyl
pyridine) block copolymer. The poly(2-vinyl pyridine) block (P2VP) can be swollen and collapsed by varying the solvent’s ion
concentration. Schematic diagram of the layered structure and its color tuning that can be achieved through swelling of the P2VP block,
which leads to a decrease in refractive index (nP2VP ) and an increase in layer thickness (dP2VP ). The photograph shows color adjustment
throughout the visible spectral range; different degrees of cross-linking allow to create distinctly colored areas in the gel. (C) Block
copolymers are used as templates for electro-chromic materials. The schematic shows the process: surface preparation with silanes and
photomask, block copolymer microphase separation, selective removal of one phase, electrodeposition of vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) in the
areas not covered by the photomask, and ﬁnally removal of the second block phase and assembly of the complete device. The photographs
show the electro-chromic switching of the V2O5 between bluish gray reduced and the yellow-green oxidized state. The scanning electron
micrograph reveals the regular (V2O5) gyroid structure. (D) The Needle Woman on the Cornell University Arts Quad in 2014. The iridescent
panels are produced through a scalable block copolymer self-assembly process. This artwork resulted from a collaboration between the
research group of Professor U Wiesner, artist Kimsooja, and architect J Chong. (E) Assembly of block copolymer morphologies within the
conﬁnement of electro-spun microﬁbers. (F) Assembly of helicoidal cellulose architectures in microscale droplets using microﬂuidics.
Droplet size is ≈140 μm. Polarization microscopy reveals a pronounced Maltese cross-like pattern, which indicates radial ordering of the
cellulose nanocrystals. A scanning electron micrograph shows the helicoidal architecture of the cellulose nanocrystals (p—pitch). (G) A
pressure-responsive cellulose photonic ﬁlm. Compression induces a reduction of the helicoidal structure’s pitch and corresponding color
variation (scale 4 cm). (A) Reprinted from [323], with the permission of AIP Publishing. (B) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature:
Nature, Nature Materials [327], 2007. (C) [328] John Wiley & Sons. Copyright © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim. (D) Used with permission from J. Kosky, Cornell University Photography. (E) [329] John Wiley & Sons. © 2006 WILEYVCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (F) Reprinted with permission from [310]. Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society. (G)
Reproduced from [330]. CC BY 4.0.

that then is populated with the desired inorganic or organic
functional materials via conventional microfabrication procedures such as selective etching and deposition in the resulting
voids [334]. In contrast to conventional pattern generation,
which is often conﬁned to planar patterns, block copolymer

templating can achieve three-dimensional material architectures with desirable optical functionality [335–337]. In turn,
comparable to templated colloidal assembly, block copolymer
structure formation can be inﬂuenced by topological patterns
created with conventional microfabrication approaches, by
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Figure 34. Coextrusion and thermal drawing of nanostructured materials. (A) Coextrusion and multiplication of two or more optically distinct
polymer layers. Using special dyes the layers can be multiplied by factors of two for each dye stage, while the individual layers get thinner
and thinner. A coextrusion and layer multiplication setup is shown schematically in the top ﬁgure, next to a multilayered ﬁlm on a roll, which
is used for high capacity optical data storage. The second row shows a coextruded giant birefringent multilayer stack imaged with atomic
force microscopy and a photograph of light guided through that structure. The image in the bottom row shows a coextruded multilayer with
gradually varying layer thicknesses; the layer thickness variation is graphed to the right. (B) Extrusion of colloidal particles with a soft shell.
Colloids are formed from a hard polystyrene (PS) core and a soft polyethylacrylate (PEA) shell. During extrusion at around 150 °C the
colloids form ordered iridescent opal structures. The colloidal precursor material shown in the second row can be formed into 3D photonic
crystal ﬁbers or sheets. Fibers can than be woven into more complex architectures, as shown in the third row. The material is deformable and
changes its color when a strain is applied. (C) Thermal drawing of of macroscopic preforms to form nanostructured photonic ﬁbers. A
preform can be formed by rolling and thermally consolidating individual structural elements; it is then drawn down from ten’s of centimeters
of diameter to ten’s of micrometers. The second row shows a scanning electron micrograph of a drawn ﬁber with a multilayer cladding (Scale
bar 10 μm, inset 100 μm). The photograph in the second row on the right shows a textile woven from thermally drawn multilayer-clad
polymer ﬁbers, which guide and scatter light. The bottom row shows a selection of 2D photonic ﬁber designs produced by thermal drawing.
((A) bottom) Reprinted with permission from [351]. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. ((A) middle) From [345]. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS. ((A) top) [343] John Wiley & Sons. Copyright © 2012 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. ((B)
middle left and bottom right) 355] John Wiley & Sons. © 2013 Society of Chemical Industry. ((B) top, bottom left and middle right)
Reproduced with permission from [354], OSA. ((C) bottom) From [359]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. ((C) middle left) From
[357]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. ((C) middle right) Reproduced with permission from [358], OSA. ((C) top) [356] John Wiley
& Sons. Copyright © 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

chemically-patterned templates [338], or by assembling the
block copolymers within the conﬁnement of electro-spun
ﬁbers [329, 339] (ﬁgures 33(E), (F)). The morphology of
block copolymers can also be controlled electrostatically by
varying the charge of the polymer blocks, which tailors the
interactions between blocks during assembly and greatly
expands the available structure design space [340]. Most
importantly, block copolymers can be used to form
structurally colored, iridescent ﬁlms in scalable manufacturing procedures, as recently demonstrated by researchers and
artists at Cornell who created the Needle Woman, an art
installation over 10 m high, assembled from iridescent block
copolymer-coated panels [341] (ﬁgure 33(D)).
DNA-mediated assembly of optical materials is another
promising strategy for forming structures with a programmed
nano- or even microscale morphology [325]. This intriguing
approach is based on the principle that the complex
interactions between DNA nucleotides can be harnessed to
program a speciﬁc folding and assembly behavior by
carefully controlling the assembling DNA’s nucleotide
sequence. Although small throughput hampers the scalability

of this approach, and although the nucleotide sequence
requires careful design and testing, DNA assembly represents
an exciting strategy that could potentially change the way
how we control material formation processes from the
bottom-up. By combining DNA with other components, such
as nanoparticles and colloids, functional building blocks can
be programmed to exhibit speciﬁc interactions with other
building blocks. These strategies bear promise for a wide
variety of applications, including the design of novel optical
materials [342, 343]. DNA is not the only biopolymer known
to show interesting assembly behavior. Other readily available biopolymers—such as cellulose, the most abundant
biopolymer on earth—have great potential for nano- and
microscale structure control. Analogous to the cellulose-based
photonic structures found in tropical fruits [28, 31], synthetic
cellulose ﬁlms can adopt a helicoidal nanoscale architecture
by self-assembly of the constituent cellulose nanocrystals into
chiral nematic liquid crystalline phases; these are preserved
in the dry cellulose structures [326, 344]. An interesting
strategy to control arrangement of the helicoidal structures
and to impose hierarchy is to assemble cellulose nanocrystal
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structures within the conﬁnement of microdroplets, similar to
colloidal assembly [310] (ﬁgure 33(F)).

thermally and then drawn down to microscale dimensions in
one or more drawing steps. This process can produce
photonic ﬁber structures with one-, two-, and even threedimensional structures with controllable periodicity [366].
These ﬁbers can then in turn be used to form photonic
materials, for instance by weaving or other commonly applied
textile manufacturing approaches [358].

3.4.5. Forced micro-assembly: coextrusion and thermal
drawing of macroscopic architectures to micro-and nanoscale
dimensions. A discussion of micro- and nanoscale structure

assembly would be incomplete without addressing two
techniques that are widely employed in industrial
manufacturing settings: co-extrusion and thermal drawing
(continuous structure formation processes). For several
decades, forced co-extrusion processes have been very
successfully employed to form layered photonic materials [345,
346–350]. In this technique, two or more polymers with
appropriate thermal and rheological properties are co-extruded
through a set of layer-multiplying extrusion dyes. This allows for
the formation of Bragg stacks—layered photonic crystals with
several tens to thousands of layers—with layer thicknesses
ranging from a few tens of nanometers to several micrometers,
thereby providing a high degree of control over the Bragg stack
conﬁguration (ﬁgure 34(A)). Smart design of the extrusion dyes
allows for the creation of controlled graded variations in layer
thickness across the multilayer stack, which allows for ﬁne
control of the material’s optical performance, as well as the
optimization of its mechanical properties [351]. Depending on
the extrusion dye, layered 1D photonic morphologies of
different shapes and also 2D photonic morphologies can be
extruded. Block copolymer self-assembly can be combined with
forced coextrusion to form materials with multiple periodicities
across different length scales, thereby greatly expanding the
complexities of realizable hierarchical architectures [352].
Other functional materials can be incorporated into the
co-extrusion process to enable advanced optical materials,
such as multilayer ﬁlms that can be used for high capacity
optical data storage [353]. By using thermoplastic elastomers,
photonic materials with dynamically tunable optical response
can be realized [349]. Furthermore, ﬁbers and sheets with
three-dimensional photonic structures can be extruded using
tailor-made colloidal particles with hard cores and soft shells
of different refractive indices [360–363] (ﬁgure 34(B)). This
approach has several advantages: (1) the soft shell of the
colloids imparts the material with the ability to deform in
response to mechanical stimuli, which in turn induces a
variation in the material’s coloration. (2) Variations in the
design of the colloidal particles leads to different structural
periods and hence different material colors. (3) The amount of
ordering in the colloidal structures of the stretchable photonic
material can be tailored during manufacture, allowing for
adjustment of the material’s optical appearance. (4) Most
importantly, extrusion—an industrially well-established process—allows for high throughput manufacture.
Thermal drawing, the same technique applied to form
optical ﬁbers, is another high throughput approach to
continuously form photonic structures with nanoscale periodicity [357, 359, 364, 365] (ﬁgure 34(C)). Here a
macroscopic preform, such as a layered stack of polymer
sheets or a stack of glass capillaries, is ﬁrst consolidated

3.4.6. Additive manufacture—printing in two and three
dimensions. Additive manufacturing—a term that is often

used to describe industrial 3D printing—encompasses a broad
variety of techniques that rely on building up complex
material structures ‘bit by bit’, i.e. the structure is formed
from individually deposited units of material. These
techniques are very useful in controlling ‘what’ (material,
building block, functional component) ‘goes where’ (location
within the formed structure). Here, we include and discuss
several notable techniques under the umbrella of additive
manufacturing. In particular, we will elaborate on the utility
of 3D printing of structurally colored materials, direct write
lithography, and jet printing, for forming materials with
interesting optical properties.
The 3D-printed material discussed in section 2.3.3 is an
example of utilizing structurally colored materials in additive
manufacturing to achieve color in macroscopic structures.
This approach is characterized by the temporal separation of
structure formation by self-assembly on the nanoscale and the
shaping of the nanostructured material on the micro- and
macroscale [125]. Presumably, with the appropriate 3D
printing equipment, structurally colored materials with feature
resolution of around one micrometer could be achievable with
this technique [367]. Another strategy that combines selfassembly and additive manufacturing is the modiﬁcation of
block copolymer layers with inkjet printing [368]. Here, a
block copolymer is ﬁrst cast into thin ﬁlms, where it selfassembles into a lamellar architecture, thus forming a
multilayer reﬂector. Subsequently, selective spatial application of a crosslinking agent using a modiﬁed inkjet printer
limits the swelling thickness in speciﬁc regions, which in turn
deﬁnes the wavelength of reﬂected light in that sample area.
This can be reversed by the application of an uncrosslinking
agent.
On even smaller length scales, photonic crystal geometries and other optical elements can be formed by direct laser
writing, a technique that employs multiphoton absorption
processes for photo-crosslinking polymers with diffractionlimited resolution [369–371]. The creation of a chiral beam
splitter with gyroid photonic structures similar to the ones
found in butterﬂy wing scales represents a beautiful
demonstration of the capabilities of direct-write lithography
for photonic device design [372] (ﬁgure 35(A)). Another
example is the design of multicomponent microscale
objectives on optical ﬁbers and imaging sensors using twophoton direct laser writing [369] (ﬁgure 35(B)). Direct-write
techniques provide opportunities for prototyping on the nanoand microscale with a large variety of material systems and
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Figure 35. Direct laser writing of optical materials and devices. (A) A miniature chiral beam splitter consisting of a gyroid photonic crystal

produced by direct laser writing. The scanning electron micrographs show the device and two zooms focused at its center and one corner. The
schematic shows the working principle: the periodic chiral gyroid architecture can reﬂect circularly polarized light of one handedness, while
transmitting the other. This is experimentally demonstrated in the images on the right: left circularly polarized (LCP) light of 1615 nm
wavelength is preferentially transmitted, while right circularly polarized (RCP) light is mostly reﬂected. (B) Miniature multi-lens objectives
produced with two-photon direct laser writing. The false-colored scanning electron micrograph shows a lens attached to the end of an optical
ﬁber. The images on the bottom-left show different objective designs with one, two, and three lens elements. The images on the right show an
array of objectives directly fabricated on a CMOS image sensor together with a test pattern visualized through the lens array. (A) Reprinted
by permission from Springer Nature: Nature, Nature Photonics [372], 2013. (B) Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature: Nature,
Nature Photonics [369], 2016.

desired structures for targeting a diverse range of applications.
One shortcoming of the technique might be limitations to its
scaling potential due to the sequential writing nature,
although these limitations might be addressed through clever
technology design involving multi-beam approaches [373], or
the utilization of direct writing to form master patterns that
can then be replicated in soft, polymeric materials hundreds of
times [374].
In nature, many of the assembly processes involved in
hierarchical material structure formation occur in parallel.
Similarly, additive manufacturing approaches have great
potential to deﬁne material structure on the macro- and
microscale, while enabling nano-scale pattern assembly through
simultaneously occurring self-assembly processes. The conﬁnement of the self-assembling building blocks to small material
volumes provide useful bounds on the forming structures, defect
density, and orientation similar to the compartmentalization that
plays a crucial role in the formation of biological photonic
structures within cells and scales, as discussed earlier. For
example, inkjet printing can be used to arrange colloidal
particles in a variety of photonic patterns [104, 375, 376], as
shown in ﬁgure 36. Similar techniques have been used as the
basis for anti-counterfeiting methods [377, 378], creating
spherical colloidal crystals [379], and photonic crystal domes
for wide-angle viewing displays [380]. Inkjet printing has also
been used to directly print colloidal photonic architectures on
ﬂexible, topographically complex fabrics [381].
Many different parameters inﬂuence the accuracy and
resolution of inkjet printing, including surface wetting,

droplet impact and spreading, droplet coalescence, and
process dynamics; if these and other parameters are wellcontrolled, printing resolution of a few micrometers should be
achievable [382], deﬁning the microscale compartments of
ink, in which building blocks can self-assemble.
3.4.7. Formation of dynamic optical materials. A huge variety

of dynamic optical materials have been proposed over the last
two decades [100, 298, 383–386], many of which rely on the
synthetic processing strategies discussed above. Below, we
discuss a few cases and provide examples with interesting
aspects regarding the involved material formation processes.
Tuning strategies employed in synthetic responsive
photonic materials can rely on a variety of effects
(ﬁgure 37(A)). Here, we focus on two particular phenomena,
which are closely related to the biological strategies for color
tuning: (1) the reversible deformation of the material’s nanoand microstructure to vary its spectral response, and (2) a
controlled change in refractive index contrast or absorption
strength in porous photonic architectures by exchanging the
medium within the pores.
The ﬁrst strategy relying on reversible deformation of the
material structure is primarily implemented through the use of
soft materials, which can be processed with a wide range of
structure formation processes, many of which have been
discussed above. Soft material structures deform in response
to mechanical stimuli, providing a predictable variation in
optical response (ﬁgures 37(B)–(D)) [291, 387, 389, 390].
Alternatively, soft materials can be swollen with the
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Figure 36. Inkjet printing of photonic crystals. (A) Inkjet printing allows for the localized deposition of suspensions with different colloidal
species that assemble within the conﬁnement of dispensed droplets. Inkjet printing provides structure control on scales upwards of 10 μm;
within the drying droplets photonic crystals form by self-assembly. Here, two colloidal species—one solid and one mesoporous—are
assembled in the tree pattern. Absorption of solvent vapor within the mesoporous colloids leads to a change in refractive index, which
induces a color shift that can be used for vapor sensing (scale: 200 μm in the photographs, 200 nm in the transmission electron micrographs).
(B) Electrohydrodynamic inkjet printing of colloidal crystals with varying morphology using different deposition modes (pulsed and
continuous) on substrates with tailored wettability. The diagram shows the deposition of a colloidal suspension to create dot patterns or
continuous lines. The micrographs in the top-right corner show the droplet morphology on substrates with varying wettability; below optical
micrographs of the resulting colloidal crystals are displayed (scale for all in (B) is 100 μm). (A) Reprinted with permission from [104].
Copyright (2014) American Chemical Society. (B) Reprinted with permission from [376]. Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society.

appropriate solvents (ﬁgure 33(B)), reconﬁgure in response to
temperature variations [391], change conﬁguration in magnetic and electric ﬁelds [392, 393], or even react to light
exposure [394]. In many cases, a deformation of the
material’s structure coincides with a change in refractive
index, which is particularly evident in the case of tuning
strategies that rely on swelling [327].
One recent example of a pressure-responsive soft
photonic material cunningly exploits the self-assembly of a
cellulose derivative into ordered helicoidal structures in a
cholesteric liquid-crystalline phase, which reﬂects circularly
polarized light of speciﬁc wavelengths that are determined by
the structure’s pitch [330] (ﬁgure 33(G)). Exerting pressure
on the material leads to a change in pitch and a corresponding
variation in color. Given that cellulose is the most abundant
biopolymer on earth and that the fabrication of this material
consists in letting self-assembly take its course between two
polymer sheets, this approach promises to be easily scalable
to industrial manufacture. The formation of cellulose-based
hydrogels that can respond to solvents, pH, or temperature

represents another interesting strategy to make use of this
abundant biopolymer [395].
Another example of an optical material responsive to
mechanical stimuli are color-tunable photonic ﬁbers
(ﬁgure 37(B)). These ﬁbers can change color throughout the
whole visible range in response to strains between a few to
over a hundred percent. They are formed in a somewhat
exotic manufacturing process comprised of standard thin-ﬁlm
formation via spin-coating, and subsequent rolling of the thin
elastomer ﬁlms that are stabilized on a water surface onto an
elastomeric core ﬁber [387]. Alternatively, layer-by-layer
deposition of self-assembling bilayers has yielded soft,
hydrogel-based photonic crystals [396].
A versatile strategy to alter a material’s optical
appearance is to reversibly vary the light absorption within
the material temporally and spatially. This can for instance be
achieved elegantly with electro-chromic materials formed
from nickel oxide and assembled into nano-scale gyroid
architectures [336, 397]. The material is fabricated by ﬁrst
forming a block copolymer template via self-assembly and
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Figure 37. Materials with tunable structural color. (A) Illustration of the variables that can be varied to change the color of tunable photonic

materials. (B) Stretch-tunable photonic ﬁbers, formed by spin-coating a thin bilayer of elastomers with different optical density, which is then
rolled onto an elastic core ﬁber. The scanning electron micrograph shows the ﬁbers’ multilayer cladding. The ﬁbers change color when
stretched. (C) A deformed sheet of stretchy elastomeric opal formed from hard core-soft shell colloids; the bottom-right inset show the
undeformed sheet. (D) Swelling and de-swelling of an opal structure to tune its color. (E) Color tuning in inverse opals by selective
inﬁltration with ﬂuids and cross-linkable polymers. The sketch on the top left shows the procedure of modifying an inverse opal with
silanized surfaces by timed plasma-exposure. The exposure degrades the silane layer, which alters the pores’ wetting behavior. The sketch on
the top right and photos in the center insets show how partial wetting of this structure results in a variation in color. The scanning electron
micrographs show inverse opals with different layer number partially ﬁlled with a polymer. (A) [384] John Wiley & Sons. Copyright © 2011
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (B) [387] John Wiley & Sons. © 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim. (C) Reprinted with permission from [291]. Copyright (2007) American Chemical Society. (D) Reprinted with permission from
[388]. Copyright (2003) American Chemical Society. (E) Reprinted with permission from [297]. Copyright (2012) American Chemical
Society.

material structures from the nano- to the macroscale, in
order to achieve a wide range of functions. Advanced nanoand microfabrication techniques applied to semiconductor
components and soft materials have been used to produce
structurally colored materials. In parallel, directed assembly
strategies have evolved to the point where molecular and
nanoscale colloidal building blocks can be assembled into
structures with desired regularity and periods that are
appropriate for the interference and diffraction effects
required for structural colors. Many processes combine
top-down with bottom-up strategies to realize hierarchical
material architectures that exploit synergistic combinations
of absorption, ﬂuorescence, interference, diffraction, and
geometrical optics to achieve unique optical responses.

then selective etching and replacement of the block
copolymer phases with the desired functional material, which
in this particular case involved electro-deposition.
Alternatively, the replacement of a medium inﬁltrating a
porous photonic architecture can be employed to change the
material’s optical signature (ﬁgure 37(E)) [297]. This concept
is widely applied in opal and inverse opal photonic materials
produced via a wide variety of processes that combine selfassembly with other microfabrication approaches, and has
also been used in for vapor sensing with butterﬂy-inspired
hierarchical microstructures formed by electron beam lithography processes [268].
Chemists, material scientists, physicists, and engineers
have conceived a broad variety of processes to tailor
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4. Conclusions and perspectives

temperature conditions (often in temperature ranges that are
prohibitive for most or all known organisms) to create
favorable conditions for material shaping and conversion
during different process stages. Conversely, biological
processes that create structurally colored materials operate
in ‘messy’ environments, which involve a multitude of
elements and processes unrelated to the structurally colored
material, while synthetic processes are often tailored for
relatively pristine environments and carefully controlled
material constituents. The ‘messiness’ in biological
processes in part might result from the organisms’ need to
ensure multiple functions within the same material. Thus, the
optical appearance is usually not the only performance
criterion that the material formed by the organism has to
satisfy; mechanical robustness, interfacial interactions, heat,
and nutrient transport characteristics might be other relevant
metrics. In synthetic processes we still largely optimize for
one property. There may be lessons to be learned from messy
biological processes regarding the efﬁcient integration and cooptimization of a multitude of functions on the materials
level.
Furthermore, physical phenomena underlying the formation of any particular biological photonic structure impose
constraints on the practically achievable system parameters
and tolerances, such as structural resolution, structural
regularity, and short- and long-range order. Studying the
processes underlying the formation of biological systems with
desirable parameters and tolerances could teach us valuable
lessons for the synthetic or even bio-sourced manufacture of
novel optical components.

The nano- and microscale structure of a material is a critical
factor in deﬁning its function. Processes that reliably produce
these structures are therefore essential for enabling the correct
performance of a biological or synthetic material. Many
parallels exist between biological and synthetic structure
formation principles, but there are also fundamental differences between processes evolved in nature and approaches
conceived by humans.
4.1. Insights to be gained from comparing biological and
artificial structure formation processes

The reader may have found that the scope of the biological
process section slightly differs from the one in the synthetic
process section. In the biological section, we described
exemplary processes phenomenologically, tying in hypotheses about process dynamics and underlying principles, provided any exist. However, most formation processes for
structurally colored materials are yet to be deciphered, leaving
us with the longing for more speciﬁc details to be discovered.
In the synthetic process section, conversely, we point out
exemplary processes that can be utilized to make particular
material architectures. In a sense, these different scopes reﬂect
an interesting contrast in the ﬁeld of structural coloration. On
one hand, the study of material-forming processes in biology
prioritizes a deeper understanding—that is, it is aimed at
describing biological structure formation processes and the
resulting outcomes in qualitative and quantitative ways. On
the other hand, the study of synthetic structure formation
processes is focused on understanding a process sufﬁciently
well to reliably implement and control it—in other words,
mastering the application of physical and chemical principles
to realize a speciﬁc material structure. These two aspects
perhaps represent two sides of one coin: knowledge about the
parameters (such as material constituents, their physical and
chemical interactions, and their temporal and spatial occurrence) that enable a biological structure formation process on
the one side, and the ability to control all relevant parameters
in a synthetic process to systematically alter the structural
outcomes on the other. Taken together, these two sides should
allow us to broaden the realm of processes that, in principle,
could be part of the human materials processing library (given
that we can observe them in nature) and to develop mastery
over these processes to signiﬁcantly enlarge our repertoire of
available material structures and functionalities.

4.1.2. Process principles. Biological organisms employ a

few remarkable approaches to robustly handle material
formation processes in the complex conditions that they
work in. The ﬁrst strategy is compartmentalization. All cells
have a plasma membrane that helps deﬁne a barrier between
the intracellular and extracellular regions. Moreover, the
interior of the cell itself is subdivided by various
membranes, such as the iridophore lamellae that contain
reﬂectin separate from the material in the rest of the cell. A
second strategy is intracellular transport. A whole host of
methods exist to provide shipping from one point to another
within the cell, including (but certainly not limited to)
reaction-diffusion, microtubule transport, transport via
the Golgi apparatus, and targeting molecules. Both
compartmentalization and intracellular transport contribute
to a third, broader strategy–the spatially and temporally
distributed availability of material constituents. Although
further material shaping may be achieved by directed selfassembly, the local availability of molecules contributes
substantially to material structure formation.
The state of parameters and boundary conditions are also
key differences between ‘messy’ biological systems and the
‘clean’ environment of synthetic approaches. Humans often
use processes designed to operate close to an equilibrium, but
biology operates at non-equilibrium to achieve many transient

4.1.1. Process contexts and conditions. Both synthetic and

natural processes control the location of the ﬁnal structure’s
material constituents, using auxiliary materials for support
and additional infrastructure for manipulating and regulating
these materials. However, the conditions for biological and
synthetic processes are starkly different. Many biological
systems will regulate their temperature and pH [398], which
often are necessary for optimal enzyme function. On the other
hand, synthetic processes may operate on various different
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phenomena. In addition, parameters in synthetic manufacturing tend to be deﬁned globally, while a cell may control the
local parameters, such as manipulating water or protein
content. In addition, boundary conditions in synthetic systems
are often static, while a hallmark of the growth of biological
systems is their continuously changing boundary conditions.
The scale of manufacturing is also another key distinction.
Since the reaction chamber for many biological processes is
limited at least to the cell, the size of the cell is a rough upper
bound for individual photonic elements—an important exception being materials secreted to form shells, feathers or hairs
with internal structure. Synthetic approaches do not have the
size limitation of the cell, and instead are limited by their ability
to reliably regulate the sizes and order of features in the
structurally colored element; often, this allows larger individual
material products. It is ironic, however, that synthetic techniques
generally require larger infrastructure and equipment to create
morphologies with ﬁner resolution.
Both synthetic and biological approaches tend to have
limited scalability in terms of their throughput. In synthetic
approaches, this is due to both limitations of size and the time
required to organize precise morphologies (although the scale
of this time varies greatly depending on the technique).
Biological organisms, for their part, must balance all the other
life-sustaining activities as well as procure the molecular
substance to create the structurally colored material.
Hierarchical materials offer a tantalizing opportunity for
exploration, since they often rely on the interplay of multiple
processes. Biological, structurally colored materials tend to have
a high degree of hierarchy. In human-made materials, we are
still exploring how to enable and control different degrees of
hierarchy in a fashion that optimizes the material’s functionality
[399]. Hierarchical biological structures in general appear to
arise from the highly interdependent relationship between form,
microstructure, and the processes occurring during their growth
[205]. In synthetic systems, hierarchy is often brought about by
using relatively distinct processes to impose the required
periodicity at each desired length scale, often in a sequential
fashion. Further opportunities in functional material hierarchy
may lie in achieving more efﬁcient integration of multiple
processes, perhaps by better understanding, emulating, and
accelerating biological growth processes.

expressed are undoubtedly subject to the laws of chemistry
and physics, hence there is a second important component to
understanding structure formation: the physical and chemical
interactions between the material’s components, once their
expression has been initiated by genetic pathways [400].
To frame the situation with the words of Helen
Ghiradella, one of the leading experts on structure formation
in butterﬂy scales: ‘little work has been done on the reasons
for this kind of patterning, but it is an article of faith that those
reasons do exist; biological systems do not expend energy and
information on trivial pursuits. We need to know how the
animal codes and interprets the genetic information to specify
lamellae, microribs, laminae, and lattices. While studies to
date on scale formation are far from conclusive, they do
suggest that at least some of the construction is the result of
simple physical and mechanical processes (e.g. elastic
buckling, surface tension, etc.) acting on the impressionable
cuticle as it forms’ [15]. What mechanical effects, transport
phenomena, and chemical relations are involved in the
formation of these intriguingly complex structures and how
are these phenomena guided through appropriate spatial and
temporal control of material expression by the genes?
In an article on the color-producing nanostructures in
bird feathers about a decade ago, Richard Prum, a leading
authority on the formation of photonic elements in feathers,
asks the following questions: ‘how do these color-producing
nanostructures develop? What physical and biological
mechanisms do organisms use to construct arrays of quasiordered and highly periodic nanostructures?’ before concluding that ‘K surprisingly, these fundamental questions have
been little studied’ [222]. While these views and questions on
structure formation in butterﬂies and birds have motivated
different efforts to reveal the underlying principles, as
discussed in section 3.3, they are still valid today.
Another important angle is added by a question posed by
Joanna Aizenberg and Peter Fratzl in the lead article of an
Advanced Materials special issue on biological and biomimetic materials in 2009: ‘how do we reformulate biological
designs in man-made structures and create bioinspired
advanced materials that are structurally and functionally
optimized, that can build themselves, repair themselves and
evolve?’ This line of thinking might also entrain the following
questions: can we utilize insights about the formation
processes to establish very different material systems that
support analogous physical and chemical interactions to form
better synthetic materials? In the interim, could some of the
biological machineries be employed to form desirable nanoand microstructures?
While there are a great many variations in the processes
that organisms employ to form their functional material
structures—most of which remain to be fully understood—the
laws of physics and chemistry apply to all of them. This
implies that perhaps we should expect some convergence of
the strategies employed by related and non-related organisms
to form materials with similar architecture. Understanding the
formation of the generic scale structures in Vanessa cardui
might open the door to revealing the process parameter
modiﬁcations that are necessary to tweak the base scale blue-

4.1.3. Making synthetic fabrication methods (even) better. A

valid method to overcome limitations on throughput in any
particular structure formation process is to run many instances
of this process in parallel, a strategy used in biological and
synthetic materials alike. In biology, this is often seen in the
formation of more or less identical structures within multiple
cells, which is the case in the formation of thousands of scales
on wings of butterﬂies and moths. This parallelization is
enabled by the genetic information carried by cells; one of the
decisive drivers of structure formation processes are the
genes. It is therefore paramount to understand the interplay of
different individual genes and the genetic circuits that contain
the code for and initiate the structure formation within or
around a cell. However, genes and all the materials
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good starting parameters within often dauntingly large
parameter spaces. To this end, we should comply with a
philosophy that was recommended for biomimetic approaches
that target the realization of speciﬁc material structures [205]:
for biomimetic process design to make a positive difference in
manufacturing it is very important to know the boundary
conditions and constraints under which the organism has
implemented the target process. In addition, we should aim to
understand the processes’ inﬂuence on the resulting material
performance. Consequently, biomimetic approaches for
process design in general necessitate two efforts, which do
not necessarily have to occur in sequence: (1) we have to gain
a quantitative understanding of the processes occurring in
nature and elucidate strategies to control them. (2) We have to
implement them in synthetic material systems. A hybrid
approach could be to hijack and utilize biological formation
processes to form structured materials of interest to humans.
If successful we might reconcile some of the differences
between biological growth and synthetic fabrication, which
could enable the design of materials and devices with
unprecedented functionality.

print for forming the Morpho butterﬂies’ elaborate scale
ridges. The formation of spines of seashells occurring due to
evolving mechanical interactions of the soft mantle and the
already deposited hard shell might hold parallels to the
processes that lead to the spatially-selective chitin expression
on the butterﬂy wing scale membrane during formation of
intricately patterned ridges and cross-ribs. Likewise, the
helicoidal cellulose architectures in structurally colored
tropical fruit and the cholesteric liquid-crystal-like cuticle
morphologies of some brightly reﬂecting beetles might share
common traits in their formation processes. Moreover, the
current state of the literature suggests that a vast proportion of
biological coloration structures are formed in templatemolding and controlled self-assembly processes, acting on
newly expressed material, which is often brought to the
appropriate location in an additive fashion. So, while structure
formation processes are complex and challenging to study,
insights obtained from one organism might help us to
decipher another organism’s approach to forming similar
structures. Understanding the details of these broader themes
in structure formation processes across living organisms
could lead to insights regarding the synthetic manufacture of
optical materials.
In synthetic materials development, the chemist or
material scientist is the driving force that chooses the material
constituents, and conceives of processes to tailor the material
composition and morphology to achieve a desired outcome.
Human manufacturing has become particularly adept at
manipulating a truly broad set of substances that are
employable for structurally colored materials (as opposed to
the more restricted set of biological material classes). One
area of particular success has been the tailoring of the
‘building block’ for self-assembly (such as block copolymers,
colloids, and DNA-mediated approaches). As a consequence
of having a desired material with particular performance
attributes as the prescribed goal, human-designed synthetic
processes usually rely on controlled conditions and strict
sequences of procedural steps that might have arisen from an
iterative optimization scenario.
By contrast, natural organisms merely follow a genetically imposed program; this program has evolved under the
harsh scrutiny of any random mutation’s beneﬁts for the
organism in its strive to survive, mate, and compete for
limited resources in its environment. Biological evolutionary
processes run on timescales that are incompatible with the
timespan of a human life and by no means should we follow
nature’s approach to randomly modify, scrutinize, and reject
material solutions K unless it can be done on a much shorter
timescale. Computational efforts for evolutionary materials
design with a speciﬁc objective and a clear metric for
performance evaluation could implement this approach to be
run on faster timescales and to provide guidance to chemists
and materials designers in vast and difﬁcult to screen
parameter spaces, before attempting to synthesize a new
material [401].
A complimentary strategy in the development of
synthetic processes is to regard the study of nature’s structure
formation principles as establishing useful principles and

4.2. Opportunities in bioinspired process design

A common practically employed deﬁnition of bioinspiration
appears to be ‘taking a cue—any cue—from biology’.
However, it might be prudent to be careful with the usage of
the term ‘bioinspiration’ for it to keep a useful meaning.
Surely most readers would agree that it would be too farfetched to say the proverbial apple ‘bioinspired’ Newton’s
ideas about gravity. Parallels between a natural and a synthetic system should be obvious and there should be something
to be gained on the synthetic side, when taking inspiration
from a natural system. And there is much to be gained:
considering the discussion above, the human toolbox of
materials and device manufacturing processes could likely be
signiﬁcantly expanded with better understanding and emulation of the principles and processes underlying biological
structure formation. It seems prudent, therefore, to explore the
possibilities for new and improved processes.
The bio-optics community has a history of mimicking the
morphology of biological structurally colored materials, yet
often through methods and processes that are distinctly different from the structure formation principles in the biological
counterpart. Different materials, and ultimately different
functional objectives are just part of the reason for these
differences; another signiﬁcant reason is the lack of understanding of the biological processes that enable the formation
of the target structure, which is necessary to conceive of
strategies for replicating these processes. We believe that in
this community and in other ﬁelds, one major opportunity lies
in improving the implementation of scalable, cost-efﬁcient
processes to produce bioinspired nanostructured materials by
implementing and emulating the underlying biological
structure formation principles and processes. As an example,
self-assembly strategies continue to be a vibrant, promising
area of active research in human fabrication. If we understand
better how self-assembly is directed in biological processes to
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Figure 38. Rational design and synthetic growth of hierarchically assembled multimaterial microarchitectures with tailored functionality. (A)

Scanning electron micrographs of a microstructure composed of barium carbonate, strontrium carbonate and silica grown in three steps by
varying the conditions in the growth medium and controlling carbon dioxide supply. (B) False color scanning electron micrograph of a
carbonate-silica microstructure; the colors mark different deliberately induced growth regimes. The resemblance with biological growth
forms is stunning. (C) and (D) Given the transparency and relatively high refractive index of carbonate materials, these structures can be used
as optical elements. (C) A coral equipped with posts can function as a beamsplitter. (D) A helical structure guiding light and releasing it at its
tip. (A) From [402]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. (B) to (D) From [403]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS.

While biomimicry emulates biology, biotechnology
directly incorporates biological processes to exploit material
production [6]. One approach, already industrialized in other
ﬁelds, could lie in genetic modiﬁcation. This would require a
signiﬁcant improvement in our minimal understanding of the
genes behind structural color [149], but some organisms (such
as butterﬂies) can be induced to express structural color
phenotypes by both selective breeding and genetic modiﬁcation [149, 404]. Another biotechnological approach is to
incorporate a biological product in the overall fabrication
process. Using biological structures as templates allows for
close replication of the biological structures [405–407].
Alternatively, biological products can be used as components
in the ﬁnal structure [408].
Many species in nature have evolved the ability to form
material morphologies that enable structural colors and a
variety of other optical phenomena. Independently of nature,
scientists and engineers have conceived a wide breadth of
techniques to form synthetic optical materials. While these
materials in many cases exploit very similar optical effects,
they might have been formed by completely different processes. In this review, we aimed to identify similarities
between biological and synthetic structure formation principles and to elucidate fundamental differences. We believe that
further interdisciplinary study of biological growth and

enable robust and reliable structural outcomes, we can hope to
implement much of that insight in synthetic self-assembly
strategies to advance functional materials design. To this end,
the physics underlying the phase separation processes that
appear to occur during the development of the keratin structures in colorful bird feathers are worth exploring further.
Additionally, the role of membranes involved in the formation of morphologies that exhibit structural color could
represent an interesting area of research. Our understanding of
the physics of membrane interactions in controlling microand nanostructures is still limited; moreover, to our knowledge, the use of membranes is a barely explored area for the
artiﬁcial fabrication of structural color.
Recent research has emphasized the potential of
exploiting complex interplays between reaction and diffusion
in co-precipitating mineral species for microstructure formation with a degree of control over the resulting structural
outcomes that equals nature’s abilities, without involving any
biological components [402, 403] (ﬁgure 38). This work
provides an inspiring example of how a deeper understanding
of an inorganic model system might elucidate phenomena that
occur during biological structure formation and moreover
provide the theoretical framework for controlling the synthetic creation of functional microstructures.
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synthetic production offers signiﬁcant potential to improve
the fabrication of structurally colored materials (and, by
proxy, other functional materials). Nature continues to hold
mysteries regarding biological growth processes, involving
temporal and spatial integration of molecular synthesis, the
role that physical and chemical phenomena play in implementing or even initiating hierarchical structure formation,
and the deployment of functional materials. A deeper
understanding of biological structure formation principles will
allow us to conceive useful strategies to implement useful
aspects of biological processes in synthetic process analogs.
This will allow increased precision in controlling ‘what goes
where’ on all relevant length scales using a wide range of
material constituents with speciﬁc desirable properties, such
as softness, stimuli-response, reconﬁgurability, and the ability
to self-heal. Ultimately, this should enable us to produce
many of the bioinspired materials with desirable functional
attributes that are already reported in the literature but with
cost-efﬁciency and at industrial scales.
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